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from articles and features in this issue of
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editorial coverage.
• Our thanks to Mollenhauer, KOREC, FARO,
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Showcase is published for the benefit of those who work in, or supply,
the geomatics industry. Our aim is to raise awareness of the new
opportunities which technology is bringing to the traditionally narrow
field of surveying.
Showcase is published twice yearly (April and October) and distributed
through print and digital editions to over 25,000 surveyors, engineers and
professionals who use spatial data in the built environment.
The easiest way to receive Showcase is to go to our website at:
http://www.pvpubs.com/Showcase/Free or call us on 01438 352617
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With you all the way

Topcon’s innovative Geospatial solutions
and committed support provide unparalleled accuracy
and efficiency gains across any project.

Experience how ...

www.topconpositioning.co.uk
LIVERPOOL · DERBY · BASINGSTOKE

FOREWORD

Drones, mobile mapping and the rise of BIM
When we launched Showcase more than 20 years ago it was with the express aim of raising
awareness amongst end users of surveying and positioning technologies of the opportunities
presented. That guiding principle has remained. Back then, the buzz was one-man systems, first
pioneered in 1990 by Aga Geotronics, now absorbed into Trimble. Surveyors and a few
enlightened engineers were looking forward to the opportunities that 24/7 GPS would bring; older
surveyors will remember the chilly and lonely hours spent atop a hill or mountain waiting for
enough signals from the few satellites in orbit to get a reliable fix. Yet to register on our radar in
1993 were several technologies that we take for granted these days, including the Internet. You
will find plenty of examples of these technologies in this, the first issue of Showcase for 2015.
In little more than 15 years laser scanning has become the ‘must have’ tool for surveying. And
its potential has still to be fully realised. Accuracies continue to improve and along with range
and the ability to scan at rates of a million points a second, mean that kinematic applications
can capture enormous amounts of data with little or no interference to others who may share
our space on the highway. A typical application is recounted in the article on page 20 about the
Severn Partnership’s use of the Pegasus:Two mobile scanner to map the M6 motorway.
Static scanners have come into their own with the rise of the age of BIM – Building Information
Modelling. The article on page 10 demonstrates this, firstly through the level of accurate detail
that can be captured; secondly because the laser scanner is becoming the essential tool for
renovation and maintenance of facilities. Its non-contact and un-intrusive application, coupled
with rapid data collection, provides architects and engineers with all the dimensional data they
need to get to work. Accurate positional data is the backbone of a BIM, an essential skeleton
upon which other information about the facility can be attached.
Ten years ago Showcase was one of the first publications in the UK to highlight the potential
that UAV’s (aka drones) offered for mapping, inspection and capturing data. Today, they are
often a hot topic in the news and the regular subject of demands for closer control and
legislation. But as Lucy Hamilton of KOREC points out on page 28 for us it really is about the
data and not the drone – it’s just another platform (a mobile tripod if you will) but one which is
spurring developers to further miniaturise their GNSS, inertial, lidar and other sensors. We hope
to delve deeper into this mini world in the next issue of Showcase.
Extracting the data from laser scanners and other mass data collection systems remains a major
challenge. It needs fast processing and the right software; and invariably the techniques of
photogrammetry. Those techniques have been applied in a novel surveying system developed by
Trimble. The V-10 imaging rover (page 22) marks a radical departure for field surveying tools. It
remains to be seen whether it will be widely adopted.
So, with apologies to the viscerally challenged, the backbone and the guts of this issue is a
series of charts enabling readers to compare specifications and performance criteria for Total
Stations (page 39), Laser Scanners (page 12), GNSS receivers (page 31) and an update on the
state of GNSS (page 30), the satellite constellations upon which so many day-to-day applications
that govern our lives rely, apart from surveying. We have not found space in this issue for a
detailed review of the market for mobile mapping systems but we will try and do this in our
autumn issue which will also include a much closer look at UAV’s and software.
I am also indebted to Richard Groom for writing the introductions to the various charts and for
acting as my technical go-to guru in the minefield that is modern surveying technology. I hope
you enjoy this issue of Showcase and, as ever, let us know what you think and even pen an
article for us about an unusual application or novel development of surveying technology.
I cannot end without making a big plug for GEO Business, 27-28 May. From a standing start last
year this event has really taken off. Full details are included on pages 25-27. Don’t miss it.

Stephen Booth, editor
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2015. Copy date for
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“Showcase was
one of the first
publications in the
UK to highlight the
potential that
UAV’s (aka drones)
offered. . .”
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FRESH FROM THE MARKET!

Fresh from the market!
With each issue of Showcase we aim
to update readers with the latest
geospatial technology. Many of the
following products were introduced at
Intergeo, the world’s largest
geospatial exhibition. The 2015
Intergeo will be earlier than usual and
in Stuttgart, Germany 15-17
September. The autumn issue of
Showcase will update readers on the
latest launches as well as through
Geomatics World:
http://www.pvpubs.com/GeomaticsWorld/Subscribe

combines three beams with
separate wavelengths,
increasing the information
content that can be derived
from the target surface and
allowing surveying
professionals to address many
more applications using a
single sensor solution.
Optech has also
announced the ALTM Galaxy
LiDAR using PulseTRAK
technology. This enables a
continuous operating
envelope that solves the
problem of coverage gaps
and density variation in the
multi-pulse transition/blind
zones; up to 8 returns per
emitted pulse, eliminating the
storage and processing
burden previously required for
increased vertical density.

New 3D laser scanner
LiDAR, SCANNING &
IMAGING SYSTEMS
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Mobile spatial imaging
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UK Trimble supplier KOREC
has introduced latest addition
to its mobile spatial imaging
portfolio. The Trimble MX2 is
an easy-to-use vehiclemounted spatial imaging
system, which combines highresolution laser scanning and
precise positioning to collect
geo-referenced point clouds
and 360° images for multiple
applications. The system is
available with one or two laser
heads with the dual-head
system using a ‘butterfly’
LiDAR configuration to

minimise shadowing. Both
variants come with the option
of a 360° camera.
Survey results are
processed with the included
Trimble Trident software to
swiftly extract and analyse the
raw data to turn it into useful
geospatial intelligence.

Optech’s LiDAR
breakthrough
Titan is claimed to be the
world’s first multispectral
airborne LiDAR sensor. For
the first time, say Canadian
developers Optech,
multispectral active imaging
of the environment can be
carried out day or night. Titan

FARO handheld scanner

A new 3D laser scanner has
been launched by Zoller +
Fröhlich. The Z+F IMAGER
5010X comes with a unique
navigation system that works
outdoors and, as an industryfirst, also indoors! It will
estimate the scanner position
and orientation without any
external targets in order to
enable automatic registration.
The scanner will also track
movements while in transit to
the next scanning position.
Recently introduced new
software, Z+F LaserControl
Scout, helps the scanning
workflow. Called the “Blue
Workflow” by Z+F, it allows
registration and checking of
scans in the field – without
using any targets.

TOTAL STATIONS
High end robotic total
station from Sokkia
Sokkia has announced the
release of the latest addition
to its line of high-accuracy
measuring stations, the NET
AXII. Designed for precisionintensive tasks such as
monitoring, bridge
construction, and other highly
detailed engineering projects.
The series includes the NET1
AXII and the NET05 AXII with
1” angle accuracy and 0.5”
angle accuracy, respectively.

SOFTWARE
FARO Technologies, Inc. has announced a handheld laser scanner.
The FARO Freestyle3D is a simple yet intuitive device designed to
meet the growing demand for portable scanning technology. The
Freestyle3D is equipped with a Microsoft Surface tablet allowing
the user to view point cloud data as it is captured.

Topcon AutoCAD Civil 3D
add-on
The Topcon eXchange
software add-on for AutoCAD

Civil 3D civil engineering
design software has been
developed to save time by
converting AutoCAD Civil 3D
design data into files
compatible with Topcon 3D
construction solutions as well
as their MAGNET software
system.
“Topcon eXchange
enables construction site
model designers and CAD
experts to remain comfortable
within their Autodesk
software environments,” said
Jason Hallett, vice president of
global product management.
“Once design data is ready to
be sent to an active project
site, Topcon eXchange simply
converts the Civil 3D design
information – even complex
road designs with defined
corridors – into Topcon
standard file formats for land
surveying, construction layout
and machine control
systems.”

Inpho Version 6.0
Trimble has released Inpho
Version 6.0 for all Inpho
modules, UASMaster and
SCOP++ (Hotfix). The new
version supports a wider
range of data formats, new
automatic and interactive
tools and has satellite
triangulation functionality,
which offers full automatic
georeferencing for positioning
refinements of satellite data.

MBS goes tablet route
MBS Survey Software Ltd has
been busy reshaping their
Floor Plans software for the
burgeoning tablet market.
Tablets offer greater useable
screen space than older
notebooks and most are
available with rugged cases
for those occasional slips
along with swappable
batteries for long site days.
V6.0 of MBS Floor Plans
includes an easier and more
intuitive “socket” Bluetooth
connections to instruments
and to a Leica Disto. There is
also a tablet friendly “ribbon”
appearance to reduce
keyboard interaction, a
numerical keypad and other
frequently used buttons to
improve workflow, dock-able
dialog boxes, file co-ordinate
transformation via survey
control stations, multiple
vertex deletion and the ability
to take geographically
referenced photographs

FRESH FROM THE MARKET

within the software.
With Leica Cyclone 9.0 Leica
Geosystems HDS has
introduced major, patentpending innovations.
Significantly faster and easier
scan registration is claimed,
plus quicker deliverables from
2D and 3D drafting tools and
steel modelling. Cyclone 9.0
allows users to scale easily for
larger, more complex projects
while ensuring high quality
deliverables consistently.
Cyclone 9.0 automatically
processes scans and digital
images to create groups of
overlapping scans that are
initially aligned to each other.
Once scan alignment is
completed, algorithmic
registration is applied for final
registration. This new
workflow option can be used
in conjunction with target
registration methods as well.

Leica
RCD30 –
better
resolution
Leica Geosystems’ RCD30 Penta Oblique aerial camera system (above right) now has new optics. The
camera is now available with 80 mm and 150 mm focal length and also has a new 80 Mpx CCD sensor
for greater detail. The RCD30 is believed to be the only oblique system capable of acquiring 4-channel
RGBN multispectral data with 10 cm ground sampling distance from an altitude of 3,000 metres.
Leica has also introduced the Leica ALS80 airborne LiDAR. Users benefit from the new Leica ALS80CM and ALS80-HP systems’ expanded Multiple Pulse in Air (MPiA) technology and a new scanning
geometry that offers pulse rates of up to 1.0 MHz allowing faster collection rates and shorter flight
times. The ALS80 ships with two new software products including Leica CloudPro, a new multithreaded point cloud generation software.
explore remote locations from
the comfort of their desktop.

New software for iSTAR

Pointfuse points the way

NCTech Ltd, creators of the
iSTAR 360° panoramic camera,
is launching what they claim is
the world’s fastest automatic
HDR point cloud colourisation
software. ColourCloud offers
speedy, “pixel-perfect” overlay
to support iSTAR files and e57
industry standard laser scan
outputs from scanner
manufacturers including
Trimble, Leica Geosystems and
Faro.

Arithmetica has also
announced Pointfuse Pro
offering batch and
simultaneous processing
options. Designed for
professional users, this version
converts laser-scanned point
clouds into highly accurate
vector models.
Previously only available as
Software as a Service (SaaS),
the developers have also
released Pointfuse as a
standalone point cloud
processing software. A free
viewer and iOS APP will also
available that allows point
cloud data to be converted to
a vector model that can be
visualised as 3D or 2D.

Mobile mapping solution
Routescene has launched
LidarPod, a turnkey 3D
mobile mapping solution that
uses Velodyne LiDAR
technology to provide rapid
3D data collection and
automated processing. It is
claimed to be simple to
operate, enables rapid
deployment in the field and
has been developed
specifically for use on UAVs
but can also be fitted to any
mobile platform.

SphereVision Video
Arithmetica has released a
suite of software solutions
designed to complement its
360° video capture systems
and services. vMap360 and
RouteView360 software allow
for the registration of 360°
video imagery to floor plans,
maps, aerial photography and
online mapping like Google
Maps, allowing users to

App for layout apps
Topcon Positioning Group has a
new Android app designed to
drive the LN-100 Layout
Navigator system. The MAGNET
Construct app offers entry-level
precise measurement solution
for diverse 3-D layout
applications with intuitive
options to drive an LN-100W
for fast as-built measurements
as well as graphical guidance to
design data.

tridicon Building Finder
modelling solution
Leica Geosystem’s tridicon
Building Finder is able to
automatically create highly
accurate 3D City Models from
airborne images without any

prior knowledge. Results can
be further improved when
combined with the Leica
RCD30 oblique camera
system.

iCON machine control
software
Leica Geosystems has
released updated software for
its machine control iCON iXE2
and iXE3 systems offering
greater flexibility with support
for tilt rotator attachments.
The system enables users to
complete earthworks jobs
faster and precisely controls
material cut and fill.

GNSS RECEIVERS
Rugged tablet has it all
GNSS Solutions (UK) Ltd has
launched the ST391GS

GNSS Solutions’ ST391GS
tablet PC.
rugged tablet PC with
integrated multi-frequency
GNSS module and foldable
antenna. The tablet PC
features seamless integration
of a 9" sunlight readable
touch screen, an energy
efficient Intel processor and a
high-precision positioning
module, all within a compact,
lightweight yet durable
package (IP 65 rating). The

New scanners from Leica
Leica Geosystems has replaced its
range of four time-of-flight scanners
with three models, which are
differentiated mainly by their range
of operation, from 40m for the P16,
through 120m for the P30 to 270m for
the P40. These instruments retain
their precision throughout their
operating range. All share the same
physical characteristics – class 1 lasers,
unit weight, hard drive (256Gb),
temperature operating range,
batteries and even scan rate (1 million
points per second). Close range
accuracy is also the same (1.2mm +
10ppm) They differ only in overall
range and therefore application. For
more turn to page 12.
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Leica Cyclone 9.0
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ST391GS has a high-accuracy
GNSS module with foldable
antenna, MS Windows
operating system, optional
camera and 3G modules. The
tablet is compatible with
existing land survey and GIS
software for various
applications, and when
combined with the UK’s
OSNet RTK service can give
3D accuracies of <30mm.
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Topcon’s next generation
Topcon has announced the
next generation of its
geodetic GNSS reference
receivers and antennas: the
NET-G5 receiver and CR-G5-C
antenna. Using Vanguard and
Universal Tracking
technologies, the NET-G5
receiver incorporates 452
channels capable of tracking
the full GNSS signal spectrum,
including modernized GPS,
GLONASS, Galileo, Beidou,
QZSS and SBAS signals.
Universal Tracking has the
advantage and capability to
assign any visible GNSS signal
to any available receiver
channel.
The CR-G5-C is a full-wave
geodetic choke-ring antenna
has excellent vertical phase
centre stability over the entire
GNSS frequency band,
providing superior
performance in tracking low

elevation satellite signals and
employs cavity filter
technology to aggressively
combat radio frequency
interference.

Receiver pairs with mobiles
Trimble has announced the R1
GNSS, a pocket-sized, rugged,
standalone receiver that works
with iOS, Android or Window
mobile handhelds, smart
phones and tablets using
Bluetooth. When paired with a
smart device, the receiver adds
professional-grade GNSS
geolocation capabilities to
transform consumer devices
into high-accuracy mobile data
collection systems.
The Trimble R1 receiver is
compact and portable,
weighing only 187g with an
all-day battery life. The
receiver integrates with
Trimble’s TerraFlex, Trimble
TerraSync and other mapping
and GIS field software.

Geodetic receiver from
Sokkia
Sokkia has announced a GNSS
reference receiver, the GNR5,
which utilizes 452 channels
and is optimized to track the
full GNSS spectrum. The GNR5
is designed to assign any
visible signal to any available
receiver channel and is capable
of tracking the GPS, GLONASS,

Laser improves GNSS positioning

Galileo, Beidou, QZSS and
SBAS constellations.

Leica CORS receiver
upgrade
Leica Geosystems has
extended its Spider product
family with the new GNSS
Unlimited for the Leica GR10
and GR25 GNSS receiver
series, allowing them to be
upgraded with the latest
technology. Both receivers are
designed for Continuously
Operating Reference Stations
(CORS) infrastructure and
monitoring applications,
supporting GPS, GLONASS,
Galileo, BeiDou and QZSS. In
addition, the classic Leica
GRX1200+GNSS has been
enhanced to support the
Chinese BeiDou navigation
system.
Altus Positioning Systems has
announced availability of its
next-generation APS-NR2
GNSS RTK receiver. The light
weight receiver (760g) is
designed for a wide range of
applications and comes with
hot-swappable batteries as
well as recharge from any USB
port. The APS-NR2 works on
virtually all RTK networks, has
built-in Wi-Fi and has an open
architecture allowing users to
choose their own data
collector or interface directly
with Esri ArcGIS Online.
Trimble has introduced an
integrated Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS)
reference receiver, broadband
seismic recorder and a forcebalance triaxial accelerometer
for infrastructure and precise
scientific applications. The
Trimble SG160-09
SeismoGeodetic system
provides real-time GNSS
positioning and seismic data
for earthquake early warning
and volcano monitoring as well
as infrastructure monitoring for
buildings, bridges, dams and
other natural and manmade
structures.

Topcon has announced the latest addition to its LazerZone® system
that combines laser technology with the accuracy of a robotic total
station and GNSS positioning into a single site solution. The
release of the next generation laser transmitter, the LZ-T5, for use
with Topcon’s Millimeter GPS precise positioning system allows
traditional GPS measurement and machine control systems to
improve vertical accuracy by up to 400 percent. The LZ-T5 uses
patented zone-beam laser technology to continuously provide high
accuracy elevation information to improve GNSS positioning.

UAV’s, UAS’s, DRONES etc!
Applanix GNSS/INS for UAVs
Applanix has announced the
APX-15 UAV GNSS-Inertial
system for small unmanned
aerial vehicles which can
reduce - or even eliminate ground control points. Sidelap
is significantly reduced and
the package, which weighs
just 60g, includes POSPac
UAV post-mission software.

Topcon UAV with RTK
Altus’ next generation

Trimble seismic monitoring
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within the same workflow as
that of airborne and mobile
lidar. Capable of supporting
airborne orthometric imaging
sensors, LMS 3.0 greatly
simplifies the pre-processing
and calibration of multi-sensor
imaging systems for maximum
efficiency and accuracy.

Optech releases LMS 3.0
Optech has announced the
release of Optech LMS 3.0, a
lidar mapping suite for
airborne and mobile
workflows. The sensor
manufacturer has incorporated
complete camera boresight
and calibration capability

Topcon and MAVinci GmbH
have announced the latest
version of the Sirius Pro
surveying UAV, designed to
be compatible with existing
RTK base stations or NTRIP
(network transport of RTCM
data over IP). By connecting
an external base station,
Sirius Pro will receive the
RTCM correction signals and
deliver 2-5 centimetre
accuracy without using
ground control points.

Hyperspectral camera
for Aibot
Leica Geosystems, Aibotix and
Headwall Photonics have
announced an integrated high
performance airborne sensor
utilising a hyperspectral imager
and the Aibot X6 UAV.
Precision agriculture, forestry,
geological research and
environmental monitoring are
typical application areas that
benefit from this airborne
hyperspectral imaging solution.
The Nano-Hyperspec sensor
measures only 76.2mm ×
76.2mm × 119.4mm and
weighs less than 0.68kg.
Integrated data storage is
480Gb and will yield more than
two hours at a frame-rate
collection rate of about 100fps.

DATA LOGGING &
MONITORING
Radio mesh network for
asset monitoring
Surveying and engineering
equipment specialists SCCS
have introduced a radio
mesh network solution for

FRESH FROM THE MARKET

Handheld launches the
NAUTIZ X8
Handheld Group has
introduced the NAUTIZ X8
rugged PDA, a handheld
computer built for tough field
conditions primarily in GIS,
land surveying, public safety,
forestry and military
applications. It has 4.7” ultrabright capacitive multi-touch
screen with chemically

strengthened Asahi
Dragontrail glass, IP67 ingress
protection rating and also
meets stringent MIL-STD810G military test standards
for overall durability and
resistance to humidity, shock,
vibration, drops, salt and
extreme temperatures. The
device has a Texas
Instruments 4470 dual-core
1.5 GHz processor with 1Gb
of RAM, 4 Gb of iNAND Flash
and a 5200 mAh Li-ion
battery that lasts up to 12
hours on a single charge.
Handheld has also announced
a major upgrade to its IP65
rated rugged Algiz 10X. New
is a Windows 8.1 Pro
operating system
(downgradeable to Windows
7 for maximum flexibility).
There are also improvements
to wireless communication
support including LTE, which
provides substantially faster
data speeds.

CONSTRUCTION TOOLS
GNSS cable detector
Opti-cal has announced
additions to its range of

Digicat with GPS

Leica Geosystems has extended the range of features in its Digicat
utility locators. The 700 Series, provides users with greater
confidence in results due to enhanced traceability. In addition to
data logging, Bluetooth connectivity, depth estimation and
tracing frequencies, the 700 Series includes fully integrated GPS
technology.

cable detectors: the GNSS
enabled Radiodetection
gCAT4, which comes with all
of the standard functionality
of the CAT4 range with the
addition of an internal

GPS/GNSS receiver to provide
positional data which is
logged every second into an
internal memory. Prices start
at just £895. More at www.
opti-calsurveyequipment.com
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monitoring various sensors.
The radio sensors
communicate to a centralised
smart gateway to produce a
reliable and accurate
monitoring solution that
includes web-based control
and visualisation software.
The sensors include dual-axis
tilt, vibrating wire strain
gauges, pressure cells and
crack monitors. Sensors
feature a battery life up to
10 years; automatic
registration within 1 minute
of initialisation, IP66 rating
for tough environments and
over 400m radio range of
individual nodes. For more
go to the back cover or to:
www.sccssurvey.co.uk
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SCAN TO BIM

Scan to BIM challenge for iconic Art Center
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Creating a BIM of an existing building can be challenging, as
Mollenhauer’s Jenny Clark and Christopher Gray discovered when
they were called on to capture high resolution data of a mid 20th
century iconic modernist building in Pasadena, California.
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Building Information Modelling
processes are now becoming
mainstream for new
construction, providing an
effective tool to manage
information through the
lifecycle of the building. New
buildings, however, only make
up a small part of the building
stock. The need to retain and
remodel existing buildings
provides an important and
growing market. BIM of
existing buildings is arguably
more complex and most BIM
platforms were originally
intended for the construction
of new buildings.
Accurate measured surveys

have long been recognised as
a crucial part of the
renovation and redesign
process and have an
important role in BIM of
existing buildings. Most of our
enquiries in both the UK and
USA are now for surveys in a
BIM format – primarily Revit.
Laser scanning has proven to
be a vital tool in the
production of BIM surveys,
commonly referred to as Scan
to BIM or Survey to BIM.
Measured survey data,
however, can only provide
enough information to
produce a partial BIM where
only the visible and accessible

structure is shown, but not
the hidden components.
Furthermore the measured
survey data can only be used
to produce a geometrically
accurate ‘BIM ready’ model
but without information
pertaining to the performance
or lifecycle of the building.
The following case study is an
example of how multiple
sources of data were used to
create a more complete BIM
using both survey data and
historical information.

Hillside campus
Designed by modernist
architects Craig Ellwood

Associates and influenced by
Mies Van der Rohe, the Arts
Center College of Design was
completed in 1976 with a
later addition constructed in
1991. The building is
primarily of glass and steel
construction with exposed
ducting and piping and spans
an arroyo (gully) in the hills
above Pasadena in California.
The building is the Hillside
campus of the Art Center
offering a wide variety of
programmes in the art and
design fields, being ranked
top for industrial design. The
hillside campus houses
classrooms, studio space and
laboratories used for rapid
prototyping technologies,
painting facilities, as well as
photo and film stages.

Recording current assets

The iconic Arts Center College of Design in Pasadena was keen to
use BIM to manage its renovation and maintenance programme.

Parts of the building are now
failing and others require
upgrades to keep in line with
the current needs of the
students. Much of the airconditioning ducting and
other piping requires
attention and the school
recognised the need to record
the current assets in order to
plan for their renovation and
maintenance. Other areas
were also identified as
requiring attention. The
building overheats in the
summer and is too cold in the
winter, the flow of students

View of Revit model
created using Scan-toBIM techniques.
through the building is
disjointed and the overall
ambience of the building
could be improved to better
reflect its prestige. The
Architect was quick to
identify the benefits of using
laser scanning and BIM to
plan the renovations and
manage the building.
Furthermore the school is an
advocate of new technology
so was keen to use BIM to
manage the process and
assets once upgrades had
been applied.

Benefits of geomatics
The Architect had some
surveying knowledge and
understood the importance of
the data collection being
carried out by an experienced
geomatics company. They
also recognised the
advantage of all work – from
data collection and processing
through to data modelling –
being carried out by one
company to facilitate
communication and ensure
data quality. With a
reputation for the delivery of
BIM for such complicated
structures derived from survey
data Mollenhauer Group was
selected to carry out the
measured survey.
Key meetings were held
with the Architect and
owner’s facility managers,
where needs, accuracy and

level of detail were all defined
and agreed. There were
several challenges on site
which had to be planned
prior to the commencement
of the survey. The campus is
open 24 hours a day so work
had to be scheduled during
the Christmas vacation to
ensure minimal disruption to
both the school and the
survey. Consideration also
had to be given to the matt
black glass and steel materials
and the effect on data
quality.
Field survey was carried out
using a Leica P20 ScanStation
and a Faro Focus 3D. The
information was tied to survey
control to generate an
accurate geo-referenced point
cloud. The client wanted a
complete scan record of the
building so scans were carried
out in all rooms and
circulations corridors, stairways
and halls, including storage
and bathrooms. The scan
datasets were registered using
Leica Cyclone and integrated
and reviewed at the close of
every field day.

Experience pays
The speed of the data
collection and co-ordination of
the data with the Revit model
was a critical factor for
ensuring the project was
completed within the available
site access window. A re-visit
would have been costly and
disruptive. Having undertaken
many large scale scan-to-Revit
surveys, our experience
demonstrates the advantage
for clients to utilise an
experienced survey company
which has the ability to
undertake the complete survey
and model process in-house.

High-res photography too
Truviews were created for
each floor and hosted on
Mollenhauer’s server for both
the client and Mollenhauer’s
data modellers to access. The
data was supplemented with
high-resolution photography
of every space which was
linked to an interactive map
of the building. Taking
photographs in every room
may seem overkill given
Truviews were also
generated, but these
additional photographs taken
from a different perspective
than the scanner proved very
important when identifying

and modelling elements such
as lighting and electrical
fixtures from the point cloud.

Archive data added to model
As with all measured surveys
only visible and accessible
parts of the building could be
accurately recorded, but the
school wanted a more
comprehensive model showing
the foundations and hidden
structural elements which
were impossible to record
using conventional surveying
tools. To provide this
information the original
1960’s construction plans
were sourced from the
archives and used to build the
structural model in full. This
was then verified using the
laser scan data where possible
to ensure accuracy,
completeness and currency –
to ensure as-designed was
actually as built.
Both an architectural
model and MEP (mechanical,
electrical and plumbing)
model were created using the
laser scan data. All
architectural features were
modelled as Revit elements
and families. Most required
the creation of new families
to suit the mid-century
modern style. Modelling was
carried out using Leica
Cloudworx as an overlay to
generate all the Revit building
elements. This is a labour
intensive and skilled process,
especially when the elements
are so unique and not
available in either the Revit or
our in-house library.

Geo-referenced data
For the MEP model we
worked closely with ExonTech
Ltd, a Devon based 3D
modelling and software
company, who created script
routines to run inside Revit to
semi-automate pipe and duct
modelling. Lighting fixtures
and electrical outlets/ services
were also modelled using the
point cloud data, verified by
the photography and
integrated into the model. All
models were created from the
same geo-referenced data
and so could be easily linked
together into Revit.
Towards the end of the
project the Architect requested
the addition of attribute data
including structural steel and
material qualities. Some of this
information was supplied by

the client and the remainder
was gathered from research by
our LA based surveyors, who
searched the archives for
information on structural steel
properties.
The final model contained
elements taken from both
existing historical information
as well as accurate survey
data. The elements
constructed using existing
plans were clearly identifiable
from those created using
survey data, an important
step to ensure all data
sources are transparent.
The as-built Revit model of
the Arts Center provided a
useful tool to facilitate the
design process, as well as to
analyse the building’s current
performance and provide a
platform for future
maintenance. The benefits of
the model were greatly
enhanced by the
incorporation of multiple
sources of data. This in turn
was facilitated by good
communication between all
parties, demonstrating the
benefits of collaboration
between clients and service
providers. The Architect and
School will add information to
the model over time to
further enhance the BIM to
more efficiently monitor and
manage the building.
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3D LASER SCANNERS

Notes on laser scanners
This year has seen the
emergence of three players
with hand-held scanners
whilst the manufacturers
of static scanners have
been continuing to
develop applications on
moving platforms.
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The rise of the handhelds
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The ZEB1 scanner has been on
the market for a couple of
years and is now promoted
for a number of applications.
Its clear benefits are its
flexibility. The operator simply
carries it around the area to
be surveyed up and down
stairs and into any nooks and
crannies. Geomatics World
published an article by Emily
Williams on the use of ZEB1
for indoor surveys (Jan/Feb
2015). It has also been used
for surveying wooded areas,
which have always been a
time-consuming and
expensive problem for the
surveyor with total station and
pogo. The accuracy of the

ZEB1 is around 30mm and the
maximum range is 30m.
DotProduct’s handheld
scanner has also been around
for a couple of years. This has
a maximum practical range of
3m, at which distance its
accuracy is around 30mm. But
a more recent newcomer in
this area is Faro’s Freestyle 3D.
Like DotProduct, this handheld
scanner also has a range of 3m
but, unlike DotProduct, it is a
laser scanner and the product
brochure quotes a 3D point
accuracy of less than 1.5mm
“whole scan accuracy”. Faro
are marketing this product for
use in conjunction with the
company’s longer range
scanners. It makes good sense.

Scanners on UAs
Scanners have been mounted
on fixed-wing aircraft for many
years and more recently on land
vehicles and boats. Inevitably it
would be a goal to mount a
scanner on an unmanned
aircraft (UA). The weight of the

scanner is clearly going to be a
factor and, in terms of weight,
Faro were clearly going to be in
the lead. Sure enough it did not
take long for us to see one of
their scanners mounted on a
rotor UA. However, as with all
mobile systems, mounting the
scanner is one issue, but what
about measuring the position,
orientation and trajectory of the
UA? In terms of accuracy, this is
likely to be the weak link.
The other major issue with
UAs is regulation – the
question of privacy as well as
rules governing how the UA is
flown. The privacy issue is one
that perplexes surveyors who
have been mapping using
photogrammetry from aerial
photography without
hindrance for 80 or more
years, but the situation with
fixed-wing aircraft is different
from those that hover and
could potentially hover over
your back garden watching
you sunbathe. Showcase has
heard that the situation
regarding regulation will be
changing for UAs with a
payload of less than 20kg. The
CAA will be concentrating on

how UAs interact with other
aircraft, whilst questions of
how they interact with people
on the ground will become the
responsibility of others –
presumably the police.
Optech are advertising
another approach: the use of
photogrammetry from a UA
to supplement laser scanning
from a terrestrial scanner. The
idea is presumably to fill gaps
in the scan data and colourise
the point cloud. The main
economic advantage could be
a reduced number of scanner
set ups in places where access
is difficult.

Highlights from the tables
Leica has replaced its range of
four time-of-flight scanners
with three models, which are
differentiated mainly by range
of operation, from 40m for
the P16, through 120m for
the P30 to 270m for the P40.
These instruments retain their
precision throughout their
operating range.
Faro’s equivalents to the
P40 and P30 are the X330
and X130. They are phase
instruments for which the

Mobile Surveying is the process of collecting 3D Geospatial Information from a moving vehicle - on Land,
Sea or Rail. Severn Partnership offer a fully integrated 3D Mobile surveying service for the acquisition of
dependable Geomatic Information, enabling you to manage, model & visualise your assets.

Applications
Topographical Surveying, Elevations & DTMs
(Digital Terrain Models)
GIS / Asset mapping & management
Building Information Modelling for AEC &
Infrastructure
Street scene & Rights for light mapping
Corridor / transportation surveys - Wayleaves
& Easements for cables & pipelines
Condition Assessment
Coastal mapping & monitoring
Inland waterway mapping
Disaster Management planning

De-Risk your Project
Safe, Accurate, Efficient, Complete Data

Contact: Rollo Rigby, Associate Director
email: rollo.rigby@severnpartnership.com
www.severnpartnership.com

Tel: 01743 875000
@mobilesurveying

3D LASER SCANNERS

NEW

Class 1 lasers are safe under all
conditions of normal use.
Class 1M lasers are safe under
all conditions of use except
when passed through
magnifying optics such as
telescopes.
Class 2 lasers operate in the
visible part of the spectrum and
protection is provided by the
blink reflex which limits
exposure to 0.25 seconds at the
power rating of the laser.
Clearly, they can become
dangerous if the blink reflex is
suppressed.

Mobilize your RIEGL
3D Terrestrial Laser
Scanner

MOBILE
laser mapping

easy
mounting

STATIC
laser scanning

RIEGL VMZ
®

Hybrid Mobile Laser Mapping System

Class 2M is safe, due to the
blink reflex, if not viewed
through optical instruments.
The amount of light permitted
through the pupil is limited by
using a large diameter beam or
large beam divergence.

fully integrated IMU/GNSS unit to support
RIEGL VZ-400, VZ-1000 and VZ-2000 scanners
for mobile (kinematic) data acquisition

Class 3R lasers are considered
safe if handled carefully, with
restricted beam viewing. The risk
of damage is reduced by limiting
the laser to a sufficiently low
power rating.

flexible installation options - vertical and horizontal
setup

• Note: none of the scanners in our
tables has a higher rating than 3R.
For more, see standard IEC 60825-1.

Time of flight v. phase-based scanning
Time-of-flight measurement technology is based on sending out a laser
pulse and observing the time taken to reflect from an object and return
to the instrument. Scanners using the technology operate over long
ranges at up to about 50,000 points per second. Waveform analysis is
the detailed investigation of the return signal. For example, where the
pulse hits ground that is obstructed by a shrub there is likely to be a first
return from the outer leaves, intermediate returns from branches and a
last return (possibly) from the ground.
Phase-based scanning involves measuring the difference in
phase between the laser pulse emitted by the scanner and the pulse
returning to the scanner. Typically, these scanners are able to
measure points at a much faster rate than time-of-flight scanners –
up to a million points per second. However, their range is severely
limited by the wavelength of the signal: for some models the
maximum range is 80m.
In both cases, the measured distance is combined with angle
encoder measurements to provide the 3Dlocation of a point.

quick transition from mobile to terrestrial applications,
and vice versa, without losing system calibration

image acquisition with fully integrated NIKON® DSLR
camera and/or POINT GREY Ladybug5® camera
easy system operation and data processing
with RIEGL’s standard software packages for static
and mobile scanning applications
® registered trademarks

RIEGL LIDAR 2015

International User Conference

Hong Kong | Guangzhou, China May 5-8

www.riegl.com
RIEGL LMS GmbH, Austria

RIEGL USA Inc.

RIEGL Japan Ltd.

RIEGL China Ltd.
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LASER CLASSES

RIEGL VMZ
®

few ste
ps!

much lower scan rate than
most others and about average
precision. As with Geomax
total stations, it could become
popular with those who do not
need a high spec instrument or
those who are dipping their
toes in the water. Interestingly,
it is being marketed for
topographic surveying work.
Have you bought one of
these scanners? If so, we
would like to hear about your
experiences –
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
Turn to page 14 to begin
our comparison of scanners.

From s
tatic to
mobile
scannin
g in a

manufacturer claims a high
precision at very short ranges
but is coy about stating the
precision at longer ranges. On
the question of precision, it is
worth noting that for time-offlight scanners the precision is
the same whether the laser is
hitting a reflective or nonreflective surface whereas for
phase scanners it drops off
markedly for less reflective
surfaces. Other manufacturers
indicate that at 100m, the
precision can fall to 10mm.
Precision is not, of course, the
same as accuracy, so if you
are effectively averaging
many laser points, for
example when modelling a
flat surface, precision of the
surface should be much
better than the precision of a
single shot, although
identification of the flat
surface will be more difficult.
Riegl has added a new
model – the VZ2000. It is
similar to the VZ1000, but with
a much faster scan rate and
better resolution. Riegl has also
embraced UAs and now
market the ‘Ricopter’ as a
system with their VUX-1
scanner, which has a
surprisingly strong specification
and weighs in at 3.6kg. The
trajectory is surveyed using
GNSS and IMU which are
inevitably comparatively low
spec instruments. Riegl are also
marketing a non-surveying
gadget – the LMS-Q160. It
detects features which could
collide with the UA, enabling
avoiding action to be taken.
This year’s newcomer is
Geomax, with their SPS Zoom
300. It’s a time-of-flight
scanner with a distinctive
shape. It has a range of 300m,
a wider beam divergence and
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TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS
FARO

FARO

GeoMax

Leica Geosystems

Leica Geosystems

Focus X330

Focus X130

SPS ZOOM 300

ScanStation P16

ScanStation P30

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Phase

Phase

Pulse

Pulse

Pulse

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

1

1

1550

1550

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

0.6mm / 2mm

0.6mm / 2mm

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

330m / 2mm

Horizontal field of view (degrees)
Vertical field of view (degrees)

COMPANY
MODEL
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(time of flight)

1

1550nm (non-visible)

1550nm (non-visible)

2.5mm

0.4m

0.4m

130m / 2mm

300m

40m

120m

360

360

360

360

360

300

300

90

270

270

2.25mm

2.25mm

2.5mm/0.37mrad

3.5mm/0.23mrad

3.5mm/0.23mrad

976,000/122,000

up tp 40,000

up to 1,000,000

up to 1,000,000

1.5mm

1.5mm

<1mm

1.6mm

0.8mm (preset)

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Y

Y

-

Y (real time)

Y (real time)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

0.3mm (90%)

0.3mm (90%)

±3.9mm

0.4mm

0.4mm

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

0.4mm (90%)

0.4mm (90%)

-

0.4mm

0.4mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

-

-

±6mm

0.5mm @40m

0.5mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

-

-

-

0.5mm @40m

0.5mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

-

-

±10mm

-

-

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

-

-

-

-

-

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

-

-

-

-

-

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

-

-

-

-

5.2kg

5.2kg

7kg

12.25kg

12.25kg

9kg

9kg

-

optional 13 or 6.2kg

optional 13 or 6.2kg

4.5hrs

4.5hrs

6hrs

11hrs

11hrs

Integrated camera (Yes/No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

N

N

IP65

IP54

IP54

+5° – 40°

+5° – 40°

-10 – +50°C

0 – +40°C

-20° – +50°C

sd card

sd card

32Gb internal, USB

80Gb internal SSD

256Gb internal SSD

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec) 976,000/122,000
Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Scanner weight (kg)
Case weight (kg)
Scan time with supplied batteries

Operating temperature range
Data storage method

1

(time of flight)

1

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

14

(time of flight)

3D LASER SCANNERS

TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS
Leica Geosystems

Optech

Optech

Optech

Pentax

COMPANY

ScanStation P40

ILRIS-HD

ILRIS-HD-ER

ILRIS-LR

S-2100

MODEL

Pulse

Pulse

Pulse

Phase based

Type (pulse / time of flight)

1

1

1

3

1

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

1550nm (non-visible)

1535nm

1535nn

1064nm

~1500 nm

0.4m

3m / 7mm

3m / 7mm

3m / 7mm

(time of flight)

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

0.3m

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

119.0m

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

270m

1250m

1850m

3000m

360

360°

360°

360°

N/A

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

270

-20 to +90deg°

-20 to +90deg°

-20 to +90deg°

360°

Vertical field of view (degrees)

3.5mm/0.23mrad

4 mm / 0.15 mrad

4 mm / 0.15 mrad

2 mm / 0.25 mrad

1.9 mm / <0.5
mrad

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

up to 1,000,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

254 -1,016,000

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

0.4 (custom), 0.8mm (preset)

2mm

2mm

2mm

3mm

Y (real time)

N

N

N

N

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

0.4mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

0.2mm (80%)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

0.4mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

0.5mm (14%)

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

0.5mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

0.9mm (80%)

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

0.5mm

7mm

7mm

7mm

3.1mm (14%)

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

-

7mm

7mm

7mm

N/A

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

-

7mm

7mm

7mm

N/A

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

-

-

-

N/A

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

-

-

-

N/A

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

12.25kg

14kg

14kg

14kg

13.5

Scanner weight (kg)

optional 13 or 6.2kg

22.5kg

22.5kg

22.5kg

N/A

Case weight (kg)

11hrs

5hrs

5hrs

5hrs

N/A

Scan time with supplied batteries

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Integrated camera (Yes/No)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)

-

IP54

IP64

IP64

IP64

IP54

-20° – +50°C

-20° to +40°C

-20° to +40°C

-20° to +40°C

-10° to +45°C

256Gb internal SSD

Ext USB Device

Ext USB Device

Ext USB Device

internal 128Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Operating temperature range
Data storage method
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TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS
COMPANY

Pentax

Pentax

Riegl

Riegl

Riegl

Riegl

MODEL

S-3080

S-3180

VZ-400

VZ-1000

VZ-2000

VZ-4000

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Phase based

Phase based

Time of flight

Time of flight

Time of flight

Time of flight

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

3R

1

1

1

1

1

~780nm

~1500 nm

IR

IR

IR

IR

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

0.4m

0.3m

1.5mm

2.5mm

2.5mm

5m

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

79.0m

187.0m

600m

1400m

2050m

4000m

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

360°

360°

360°

360°

360°

360°

Vertical field of view (degrees)

310°

320°

-40°to+60°

-40°to+60°

-40°to+60°

±30°

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

3mm / <0.22
mrad

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

7 mm / 0.3 mrad

7 mm / 0.3 mrad

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

1,016,027

1,016,027

122 000 / 42 000

122 000 / 29 000 346 000 / 21 000 222 000 / 23 000

0.1mm

0.1mm

0.4mm

0.4mm

0.26mm

3.5mm@100m

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

N

Y

Y(inclination sensor)

Y(inclination sensor)

Y(inclination sensor)

Y(inclination sensor)

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

0.4mm (80%)

0.5mm (80%)

3 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

1.2mm RMS

0.3mm RMS (14%)

3 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

1.8mm RMS

2.7mm RMS (80%)

3 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

6.8mm RMS

0.8mm RMS (14%)

3 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

-

2.0mm RMS (80%)

3 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

-

10mm RMS (14%)

3 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

-

-

3 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

-

-

3 mm

5 mm

5 mm

10 mm

9kg

9.8kg

9.6kg

9.8kg

9.8kg

14.5 kg

-

-

17.6kg

17.8kg

17.8kg

24.9 kg
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Wavelength (Visible /IR)

16

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Scanner weight (kg)
Case weight incl scanner (kg)

Scan time with supplied batteries 2.4hrs changeable

7 mm / 0.3 mrad 19 mm / 0.12 mrad

2.5hrs per battery

4½ hours

4 hours

3½ hours

3 hours

Integrated camera (Yes/No)

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

IP53

IP53

IP64

IP64

IP64

IP64

-10° to +45°C

-10° to +45°C

-20°C to +40°C

-20°C to +40°C

-20°C to +40°C

-20°C to +40° C

internal 60Gb

-

32Gb intl or USB

32Gb intl or USB

64Gb intl or USB

80Gb intl or USB

Operating temperature range
Data storage method

3D LASER SCANNERS
TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS
Riegl

Topcon

Topcon

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

VZ-6000

GLS-1500

GLS-2000

TX8

Focus X130

VX

Time of flight

Hybrid

Pulse

Pulse (time of flight)

Phase

Pulse

Type (pulse / time of flight)

3B

1

1M/3R switchable

1R

1R

1R

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

IR

1535nm

1064nm

1.5micm, invinsible

1550nm

905nm

5m

1m / 3.5mm

1m / 3.5mm

0.6m / 2mm

0.6mm

1m / 3mm

Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

6000m

500m

350m

120m (340m)/~2mm

130m / 2mm

250m

Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)

360°

360°

360°

360°

360°

-

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

±30°

70°

270°

317°

300°

-

Vertical field of view (degrees)

6,10,34mm10m-30m-100m

2.25mm

-

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

depends on mode depends on mode

MODEL

Wavelength (Visible /IR)

222 000 / 23 000

30,000

48,000 - 120,000

1,000,000

122,000-1million

-

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

3.5mm@100m

1mm

3mm

2mm

2mm

-

Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Y(inclination sensor)

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

10 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

-

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

10 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

-

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

10 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

-

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

10 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

-

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

10 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

10 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

4mm

3.5mm

-

-

10 mm

4mm

3.5mm

-

14.5

16kg

10kg

24.9 kg

8.5kg

15kg

3 hours

4hrs

Y

Y

IP64

IP52

-20°C to +40°C
80Gb intl or USB

10 mm

-

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

-

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

-

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

-

-:

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

10.6kg

5.2kg

5.2kg

-

9kg

-

4hrs

-

4.5hrs

5hrs

2 cameras) 5Mp wide
angle + 5Mp telephoto

N

Y

Y

Integrated camera (Yes/No)

IP54

IP54

-

IP54

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

0° to +40°

-10° to +45°

0° to +40°

+5° – +40°

-20°-+50°

Operating temperature range

SD Card

SD card

USB flash drive

SD card

Data logger

Data storage method

Scanner weight (kg)
Case weight incl scanner (kg)
Scan time with supplied batteries
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19 mm / 0.12 mrad

COMPANY
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3D LASER SCANNERS
TERRESTRIAL STATIC LASER SCANNERS
COMPANY

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH

MODEL

Z+F IMAGER 5010C®

Z+F IMAGER 5010®

Z+F IMAGER 5006h®

Z+F IMAGER 5006EX®

Z+F PROFILER 9012®
& PROFILER 9012 M/A®

Type (pulse / time of flight)

Phase based

Phase based

Phase based

Phase based

Phase based

Laser Class (IEC 60825-1)

1

1

3R

3R

1

~1500 nm

~1500 nm

~780 nm

~780 nm

~1500 nm

0.3m

0.3m

0.4m

0.4m

0.3m

187.3m

187.3m

79.0m

79.0m

119.0m

Horizontal field of view (degrees)

360°

360°

360°

360°

N/A

Vertical field of view (degrees)

320°

320°

310°

310°

360°

Beam diameter at aperture (mm)
and divergence (mrad)

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

3.5mm / <0.3
mrad

3mm / <0.22
mrad

3mm / <0.22
mrad

1.9 mm / <0.5
mrad

Max and min scan rate (pts/sec)

31,250 -1,016,000

31,250 -1,016,000

31,250 -1,016,000

31,250 - 508,000

254 -1,016,000

0.6mm

0.6mm

1.5mm

1.5mm

3mm

Dual axis compension (Y/N)

Y

Y

N

N

N

Range precision (rms) @10m
100% reflectivity

0.2mm (80%)

0.3mm (80%)

0.4mm (100%)

0.4mm (80%)

0.2mm (80%)

Range precision (rms) @10m
10% reflectivity

0.4mm (14%)

0.5mm (14%)

1.2mm

1.2mm (14%)

0.5mm (14%)

Range precision (rms) @50m
100% reflectivity

0.5mm (80%)

0.8mm (80%)

1.8mm (100%)

1.8mm (80%)

0.9mm (80%)

Range precision (rms) @50m
10% reflectivity

2.2mm (14%)

2.7mm (14%)

6.8mm

6.8mm

3.1mm (14%)

Range precision (rms) @100m
100% reflectivity

1.6mm (80%)

2.0mm (80%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Range precision (rms) @100m
10% reflectivity

10mm (14%)

10mm (14%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Range precision (rms) @max
range 100% reflectivity

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Precision (rms) @ max range
10% reflectivity

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Wavelength (Visible /IR)
Minimum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)
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Maximum operating range (m)
and 3D positional accuracy for single
measurement (mm)
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Max res (min pt space) at 10m

Scanner weight (kg)

9.8

9.8

12.3

30.6

13.5

Case weight (kg)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3hrs per battery

2.5hrs per battery

2.5hrs per battery

1hr per battery

N/A

Y

N

N

N

N

Scan time with supplied batteries
Integrated camera (Yes/No)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)
Operating temperature range
Data storage method

IP53

IP53

N/A

IP53

IP54

-10° to +45°C

-10° to +45°C

-10° to +45°C

0° to +40°C

-10° to +45°C

internal 64Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive

internal 64Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive

internal 64Gb
hard drive

internal 64Gb
hard drive

internal 128Gb flash
card, 2×32 Gb USB
external flash drive
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MOBILE MAPPING

CASE STUDY: MOBILE MAPPING
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20 year technology
partnership evolves to
mapping on the move

20

Established over 30 years ago, Severn
Partnership is a firm of chartered land
surveyors, based in Shrewsbury, England.
Working throughout the UK and overseas, the
firm utilizes the latest robotic survey
equipment, 3D laser scanning technology, 3D
modelling software and since last year, mobile
mapping technology. The firm offer professional
services in Geomatics, Railway Survey services,
Utilities Survey to 3D and Building Information
Modelling (BIM), mixed in with a wealth of
survey expertise and experience.
IN 2014, CHARTERED
SURVEYORS Severn
Partnership made a significant
capital investment in the
Pegasus:Two, a new mobile
mapping solution from Leica
Geosystems. They were only
the second company
worldwide to adopt the new
technology. Pegasus:Two
enables Severn Partnership to
capture scan data at an
impressive one million points
per second within a 120metre range. Survey grade
data is captured by the
system in a fraction of the
time of conventional survey .
The use of mobile mapping

has allowed the firm to
capture calibrated imagery
and point cloud data
together, making for higher
accuracy, and faster data
collection.

Surveying the M6
Motorway
Since acquiring the Pegasus:
Two, Severn Partnership has
utilised this innovative
technology in various
infrastructure and
construction projects for their
clients. Keen to pass on the
benefits , the firm was
delighted to be commissioned
to survey a section of the M6

Mapping on the move: Pegasus:Two fits easily to most vehicles.
for the purpose of ‘asset
management’ for a risk and
maintenance strategy plan.

What was needed
A fully detailed survey of a
10-mile section of the M6 in
the Midlands area included
carriageway limits, crash
barriers, assets such as road
signs and SOS phones, centre
lines, central reservation,
bridge structures, lamp posts.
The survey was needed to
help improve the overall
layout of the motorway, to
ensure that regular
maintenance checks are
maintained, pot holes
eradicated and a smooth and
safe road surface for drivers is
maintained.

The challenges
The challenges of surveying a
section of the M6 are vast
and closing this section of
busy motorway was not an
option. Restrictions to access
were a serious issue and the
motorway needed to remain

Pegasus: Two quickly unpacks from two cases for easy two-man vehicle mounting.

open whilst the data was
collected. Also, the vast
volume of assets to be
surveyed on a motorway in a
short period of time was also
an important factor. Using
traditional total station
instruments to undertake this
project would have taken
more than twice the time of
using the Pegasus:Two,
collecting just thousands of
points of survey data per day,
meaning surveyors could be
out in the field collecting data
for a lot longer. Logistically,
this way of collecting data is
very hazardous – having
surveyors in the middle of the
M6 motorway is dangerous,
impractical and maximises the
overall cost of the project
because it needs active traffic
management throughout the
project cycle. A more efficient
data collection process was
needed.

Mobile mapping – a
revolution in motion
Severn Partnership used
mobile mapping – the process
of collecting 3D geospatial
information from a moving
vehicle. Mobile mapping
enables large areas to be
surveyed rapidly and
accurately creating ‘point
clouds’. These point clouds
are millions of individual
coordinates measured on
anything the laser reflects off,
such as bridges and roads.
The device is attached to the
roof of a vehicle. Seven
cameras are able to capture a
full 360° dome image 8 times
per second. A LiDAR (Light
detection and ranging)
scanner records cross section

MOBILE MAPPING

A world of opportunity
The mobile mapping process
has revolutionised the world
of surveying. There are huge
benefits for using mobile
mapping systems like the
Pegasus:Two, especially for
infrastructure projects such as
the M6 motorway. Access to
the motorway is unrestricted
with no road closures as
surveying with the
Pegasus:Two operates in the
same way as any other
vehicle using the motorway.
But this one is collecting 3D
geospatial data. Safety is
drastically improved using
mobile mapping as no
surveyors are needed in the
road and all data is captured
from the safety of the vehicle
going at the same speed as
the rest of the traffic. The
surveyors are thus removed
from working in time
pressurised safety critical
environments.
The speed and accuracy of
the data collected is also
improved. Using static laser
scanning methods, two teams
surveying the highway and
other assets along the 10-mile
section of the M6 would take
several months. Using mobile
mapping, Severn Partnership
was able to provide their
client with detailed data
within just two weeks. With
less time spent on data
collection there is a saving for
the client of 60% of the cost
of site survey work, against
traditional static laser

scanning. Also, larger
datasets were captured,
giving more accurate,
efficient and complete data
using combined LiDAR and
photogrammetry. As a result,
the client received 2D and 3D
CAD plans as well as a fully
registered point cloud of the
entire route section to be
used for further data
extraction including GIS
datasets and asset
management capture.
The result is obvious.
Mobile mapping with Leica
Geosystems’ Pegasus:Two is a
rapid data capture solution
that offers a viable option in
many situations for variety of
customers and has various
applications:
Topographical Surveying,
Elevations & DTMs (Digital
Terrain Models)
GIS / Asset mapping &
management
Building Information Modelling
for AEC & Infrastructure
Street scene & Rights for light
mapping
Corridor / transportation
surveys - Wayleaves &
Easements for cables &
pipelines
Condition Assessment
Coastal mapping & monitoring
Inland waterway mapping
Disaster Management planning
Forensic investigation
Severn Partnership is proud to
pioneer the newest
technology from Leica
Geosystems and will continue
to be ambassadors of Leica
Geosystems’ products in the

The screen grabs above are from the Leica Map Factory
software, which is a plugin within ArcGIS.
future. The world of surveying
is changing and the
combining and marriage of
multiple technologies has
been a huge technological
leap, one which Severn
Partnership has openly
embraced and confidently
adopted for their clients.
Mobile mapping has provided
a rapid data capture solution,
minimising cost, reducing
safety risk and maximising
value.
Mark Combes, managing
director at Severn Partnership
adds: “At Severn Partnership,
we understand the need to
invest in the latest technology
in order to continue to offer

the highest level of service to
our customers. Pegasus:Two
is one of the most accurate
mobile mapping units on the
market and does not need
survey ground control
installed ahead of it. We will
be transferring it between
mobile vehicles, cars, vans,
roadrailers, trolleys, and other
vehicles to scan data across
all number of terrain.”
• For more on Pegasus:Two
contact Natalie Binder,
Marketing & Communications
Manager Leica Geosystems,
natalie.binder@leicageosystems.com

History of Severn Partnership and how we got to the Pegasus: Two
Much has evolved to arrive at the
Pegasus:Two. Severn Partnership has
always adapted with the times to stay
ahead of the competition, providing the
most innovative solutions to clients. The
firm is proud of its history and heritage,
actively advocating new equipment from
Leica Geosystems over the years.
Previously, the main method to capture
volume data was to use static laser
scanners (instruments mounted on
tripods) collecting millions of points of
data per day. Back in the early 1990’s,
the firm used Leica Geosystems’ total
stations with reflectorless technology.

Over time, this technology evolved into
laser scanning, first adopted in 2004
with the purchase of a Leica HDS 2500
laser scanner. Over the years, the
fundamental theory and practice of
surveying has not changed, but the
technology capturing the data has.
To share Severn Partnership’s history,
a brief timeline below highlights the key
milestones in their ongoing partnership
with Leica Geosystems:
2004 - Leica’s HDS2500, with a 75°
view overlapping scans to get 360°
coverage.

2004/5 - HDS3000
2006/7 - ScanStation 1 (main
advancement was a level compensator
and the ability to traverse)
2010 – ScanStation C10 (main
advancement being on-board data
logging and internal batteries).
2013 – ScanStation P20 (main
advancement being faster data
acquisition)
2014 – Pegasus:Two
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data 200 times per second
that combines into a single
cloud creating a 3D model.
The result is a a feature rich
geospatial dataset that can be
exploited for multiple uses.
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PANORAMIC SURVEYING TOOLS
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Panoramic
photogrammetry on
the pole

panoramic images for
efficient visual
documentation and
measurement of the
surrounding environment.
Either standalone or
combined with a Trimble
positioning sensor, the V10
provides the means to
quickly capture rich data and
create comprehensive
deliverables.
The system consists of
twelve calibrated cameras
(seven arranged in a
“panorama” and five
downwards looking), two
axes tilt sensors, a magnetic
compass, gyros, and
accelerometers. These

Configuration of
cameras on the Trimble
V10 Imaging Rover
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At the 2013 Intergeo Trimble showed the V10 Imaging Rover, a novel
site survey solution based around photogrammetry. Peter Houghton,
market manager, Trimble Civil Infrastructure, provides an introduction
to this technology via an application for bridge inspection surveys.
All highway structures need
regular inspection. A
significant amount of money
is spent on condition
assessment at both the
national and local level and
closure of structures can be
costly in terms of both direct
and indirect costs. In the UK,
highway structures currently
undergo assessment
according to five types:
Safety, General, Principal,
Special and Inspections for
Assessment. These
inspections are largely visual
and assessment can be

subjective, resulting in
indifferent results in terms of
repeatability. So there is an
opportunity, through
technology, not only to build
“retro-fit” models of existing
structures to aid in lifecycle
management, but also to
provide more reliable and
repeatable solutions for
inspection methodology.
Using terrestrial
photogrammetry techniques,
the Trimble V10 Imaging
Rover offers a workflow that
provides remote
measurement and

documented imagery for
condition assessment and a
reliable and practical solution
for building 3D models of
existing structures. The
workflow involves collection
of data in the field using the
V10, processing using
Trimble Business Centre and
modelling using SketchUp.

The technology
The Trimble V10 Imaging
Rover with Trimble VISION
technology is an integrated
camera system that precisely
captures 360-degree digital

sensors combine to establish
accurate image positioning.
The fixed orientation of the
cameras on the V10 means
that tie points (to connect
panoramas) or coordinated
control points appearing in
one image serve as control
for all the images in the
panorama.

Survey planning
As with any kind of survey,
planning is essential before
going to the field, reducing
time spent setting up at the
structure and ensuring
optimal coverage, so that all
required features are
captured. Most bridges can
be seen in Google Earth, and
this can be a useful tool for
identifying the approximate
location of proposed photo
stations.
When planning the project
it is important to consider the
following:
• ensure you have coverage
of both the top and
bottom of the bridge
(including the substructure)

PANORAMIC SURVEYING TOOLS

Fieldwork
In the field it may be helpful
to place some visible targets
in the images. This is not
absolutely necessary, as any
common points in the images
can be used as tie points, but
targets can help the human
brain in identifying suitable
points.
The fieldwork part of the
process is a simple onebutton capture of panoramas,
which takes just a few
seconds at each photo
station. It is important to
collect enough data with
good coverage and good
geometry, and not to be
tempted to gather far too
much data that is not
needed.

Best practice
At the bridge:
• collect a minimum of five

(for example underneath
the bridge deck) are
allowed and in fact in the
project example shown
here not only did the two
photo stations under the
bridge deck have no
position, but they were
also tilted in order to
collect images of the
underside of the bridge.

Photo station computation
The inner orientation of the
system derives from factory
calibration of the cameras
and their fixed orientation
with respect to each other on
the pole. This is the unique
feature of the V10.
The terrestrial photo
stations are computed in
Trimble Business Centre
(TBC) software. This requires
the use of tie points in the
images to provide relative
orientation with
neighbouring photo stations.
In some cases this can be
automatic, for example
around a building with
plenty of clean geometry and
faces. However, if there is an
abundance of vegetation
around the structure it is
often better to select tie
points manually.
For exterior orientation of
the panoramas, the surveyor
can coordinate targets in the
imagery and / or survey the
position of the pole when
the panorama is taken, using

Above: adding linework in Trimble Business Centre.
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• keep the distance between
photo stations as short as
possible
• aim for station geometries
as close to 90° as is
practical from the features
you want to collect
• remember you will need
common tie points (visible
in images) between photo
stations in order to
undertake an adjustment
• plan for some check
points, perhaps GNSS-only
points, of features visible
in the image.

Above: Image Igloo’s in Trimble SketchUp.

. . . points appearing in one image
serve as control for all the images
in the panorama.
stations on the deck. The
station geometries should
form triangles by zigzagging the length of the
deck
• collect a minimum of three
stations for each face of
the bridge. Use the live
video feed on the data
collector to back up to the
point where you can see
the top of the deck or
superstructure. Collect
your first station for the
face of the bridge at this
point. Again, keep in mind
that isosceles triangle
geometries are best when
collecting the faces of the
bridge
• photo stations with poor
or no “reliable” position

GNSS or observations from a
total station to a prism on
the pole. The system is
ideally suited to the latter
and, for this case study, the
positions of the photo
stations with a sky view were
surveyed using RTK.
For coordinated photo
stations the software needs
only to solve for orientation
and tilt. However, for the
photo stations underneath
the bridge deck that could
not be surveyed using GNSS,
it was necessary to solve for
position as well. Following
completion of the photo
station adjustment, any
features within the image
scenes can be surveyed as
detail.
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Above: Rendering faces directly from V10 imagery.
In the bridge example
shown, post adjustment,
relative precision estimates at
the tie points were at the
sub-centimetre level (95%).
The quality of results depends
upon the accuracy with which
the photo stations have been
surveyed, distances to tie
points and strength of
geometry.

Surface modelling
Modelling can be carried out
in TBC or in SketchUp, a
surface modeller which
creates surfaces made up of
infinitely thin 3D faces.
It is practical firstly to
create some linework in TBC
as this helps with orientation
of the model in SketchUp. For
continued on page25

With familiar Trimble
workflows and the push of
a button, you can capture
60mp panoramic images
for use with your traditional
datasets allowing you to take
photogrammetric measurements
back at the office.
The Trimble V10 Imaging Rover
with Trimble VISION technology
can be used either standalone,
or seamlessly integrated with the
Trimble R10 GNSS receiver and
Trimble S-series total stations.
A new standard is set for
positioning applications.
Book your demonstration
www.trimbleimaging.co.uk

Capture everything now,
measure later
www.korecgroup.com
info@korecgroup.com
tel UK: 0845 603 1214 IRE: 01 456 4702

Above: Trimble SketchUp bridge model
some complex surfaces it may
also help the workflow to
create the surfaces in TBC
before exporting to SketchUp.
The TBC *.skp exporter has
been extended to allow
export of images, basic
linework and surfaces.
During the export process
an appropriate point in the
model is chosen as the origin
of a local grid – in this case it

was a bridge corner – and a
line along the face of the
bridge was selected for
orientation. SketchUp cannot
deal with national coordinate
systems.
Once in SketchUp, the user
can develop 3D models
directly from the images using
the SketchUp Pro Match
Photo functionality. Since the
ability to move easily between

images is important for
efficient model creation, the
“Igloo view” (keyboard
shortcut “i”) has been
improved to walk the user
through the images rapidly.
The images from TBC have
the camera distortions
removed, so they are also
perfect for texturing models in
SketchUp. Ensure the
collection of images from
locations allows for a clear
view of the structure (without
obstructions such as cars or
trees). Then use the Project
Photo tool to apply them as
textures.
When complete, the
resulting model can be used
in a variety of SketchUp
workflows, including daylight,
shadow, and view plane
analyses, report generation,
and Google Earth previews.

Other applications
The focus, in this example,
has been on bridges. But the
power of the V10 can be
used to address multiple
infrastructure applications
and is especially suited to
short-range complex

set for sell-out:

on “The BIM Toolkit and
Digital Plan of Work Project”.

GEO Business 2015

At the end of May surveyors,
engineers and others involved
in the geospatial industry will
be gathering at the Business
Design Centre in Islington,
London for the sector’s
annual conference and show.
Last year’s event – a
departure from the past –
was on an entirely new scale
and scope for the industry.
Over 1600 attendees from 39
countries came to GEO
Business 2014. Already
advance registrations for
2015 are up by 50% and well
over 2000 visitors are
expected this year.
This response has also
attracted more papers from

specialists keen to present to
a growing global audience.
Similarly, more companies
have booked stands this year
on what is set to be a sell-out
show. Over 200 exhibitors (up
64% on 2014) are expected
and you can check them at
http://geobusinessshow.com/
as well as other aspects of
the show.

Workshops and Conference
For those keen to learn
about the latest technologies
and applications there will be
over 140 free to attend
workshop sessions. The twoday event offers great
networking opportunities

structures such as: drainage
features and culverts,
electrical installations,
buildings and oil and gas
installations.
How does this technology
fit in with all the other tools
available to the surveyor?
Surveying with the V10 is not
dissimilar in concept to
surveying with a total station,
but point detail surveying
takes place in the office.
Points to be surveyed with
the V10 must appear in the
images, so it is not possible to
survey obscured ground detail
(which can be surveyed using
a total station reflector pole).
The V10 is however appealing
over medium ranges - up to
about 30 metres - where
health and safety or access
conditions favour remote
techniques. It competes for
attention with laser scanning
over these ranges with a
difference of approach in
which the surveyor selects
features to record from the
dataset as opposed to
filtering out and managing
the many points that may be
superfluous in a laser scan.

Sponsors

and is capped by a gala
dinner on the evening of the
first day, 27 May.
But for many the highlight
of this event is the
conference. This year it has
attracted nearly 170
abstracts, giving a daunting
task to the cross-industry
conference panel of
professionals to choose from.
The final selection includes
over 50 papers presented
through 16 sessions. Daily
opening keynotes include
Andrew McNaughton,
Technical Director, High
Speed 2, UK and Dr Stephen
Hamil, Director of Design &
Innovation at NBS, UK talking

Engineering Surveying
Showcase and our sister titles
Geomatics World and GIS
Professional are sponsors of
the show. Call by our stand
(M19). We’d love to chat to
you about what you think of
our titles and how you view
the current state of play in the
industry. Meet key members of
our team including Stephen
Booth, Richard Groom and
Robin Waters.
Other key industry
sponsors include the
professional institutions RICS,
CICES and ICE plus The
Survey Association (TSA) and
the Association for
Geographic Information (AGI).

That important vision thing
The show’s unifying vision is to
promote closer collaboration
across the geospatial
community and to provide a
platform that effectively
showcases both the
professionalism of this industry
and the role that it will play in
future economic growth.

SEE OVER FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE GEO BUSINESS 2015 CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
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THE GEOSPATIAL EVENT
BUSINESS DESIGN CENTRE

BUSINESS 2015 LONDON • UK 27 – 28 MAY
DAY ONE - WEDNESDAY 27 MAY
09.30

Welcome from Conference Chairman - AUDITORIUM
Graham Mills, Chairman, Technics Group & President of The Survey Association (TSA)

09.40

OPENING KEYNOTE ADDRESS
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Andrew McNaughton, Technical Director, High Speed 2, UK
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TRACK ONE - AUDITORIUM

TRACK TWO – ROOM A

BIM MEETS GEOSPATIAL
– Session 1

GEOSPATIAL DATA MANAGEMENT
AND BIG DATA TECHNIQUES

CHAIR: Ian Bush, Director BIM, Black & Veatch
and President, Chartered Institution of Civil Engineering Surveyors

CHAIR: Lee Braybrooke, Europe Segment Marketing Manager –
Geospatial, Trimble

10.10

Joining the dots between BIM and GIS:
Arup’s role in regenerating Croydon in the UK
Paul Hill, Senior Consultant, Arup, UK

Future developments in remote sensing
– more than just a pretty picture
Andy Wells, Business Development Director, Sterling Geo, UK

10.35

Different technologies for 3D building documentation
Morten Hertz Knudsen, Specialist and Market Manager, COWI,
Denmark

Data management & visualisation issues of the Copernicus satellite data
Panos Lolonis, Member of the Scientific Council, National Cadastre
and Mapping Agency, Greece

11.00

As-Built BIM - From point clouds to Building Information Models
Jörg Braunes, Product Manager, kubit, Germany

Open data is more than just putting it out there!
John Carpenter, Director of Strategy & Planning, Ordnance Survey, UK

11.25

TEA AND COFFEE BREAK

IS YOUR ASSET MANAGEMENT FIT
FOR THE 21ST CENTURY?

COASTAL & HYDROGRAPHIC

CHAIR: Steven Eglinton, Director, GeoEnable & AGI Representative

CHAIR: Gordon Johnston, Senior Consultant, CARIS International Ltd

12.00

Safer streets for London:
Asset management to reduce cable pit failure risk
Louise Irvine, Principal GIS Consultant, Black and Veatch, UK

Mapping England’s changing coast before, during and after
the storms of 2013-14
Alastair Duncan, Geomatics Technical Specialist, Environment Agency, UK

12.25

Maximising value –
Successful asset maintenance with geospatial solutions
Lee Braybrooke, European Marketing Manager – Geospatial, Trimble, UK

Satellite Derived Bathymetry (SDB)
Jean Laporte, Managing Director, ARGANS, UK

12.50

Data driven prediction of asset failure risk due to environmental factors
Alan Yates, Independent Consultant & Stephen Hallett,
Principal Research Fellow, Cranfield University, UK

Ultra-high resolution imaging for aquatic environmental
management
David Campbell, Principal Remote Sensing Scientist, APEM, UK

13.15

LUNCH BREAK

RECENT PROJECT EXAMPLES – Session 1

LEGAL ISSUES

CHAIR: Chris Preston, Senior Survey Engineer, Network Rail

CHAIR: James Kavanagh, Director Land Group, RICS - London

14.15

Locating CERN’s next generation particle accelerator:
the 100km Future Circular Collider
Yung Loo, Tunnel Engineer, Arup, UK

The evolving role of the surveyor in development neighbour
dispute resolution
Andrew Thompson, Director, Savills, UK

14.40

Using BIM to improve 100 million annual journeys
at London Waterloo Station
Darren Cunningham, Scheme Project Manager, Network Rail, UK
Alistair O'Reilly, Infrastructure Lead - Work Winning Digital
Engineering, Digital Engineering, Laing O'Rourke, UK

Boundary Demarcation in the UK and Europe.
Is there a case for a UK cadastre?
Martin Penney, Director
& Adam Harwood, Property Manager Technics
& Julia Stolle, Boundary Consultant, Technics Group, UK

15.05

OS Locate – Simplicity is everything
Ben Scott-Robinson, Head of Interactive Experience, Ordnance
Survey, UK

Small Unmanned Aircraft (SUA) data capture operations in
congested areas
Peter McConnell, Events Officer, Skycap, UK

15.30

TEA AND COFFEE BREAK

SMART GIS

SURVEY OPERATIONS & SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

CHAIR: Steven Eglinton, Director, GeoEnable & AGI Representative

CHAIR: Paul Cruddace, Business Change and Innovation Manager,
Ordnance Survey

16.00

Cloud-based spatial data infrastructure for smart cities
Albert Godfrind, Spatial Solutions Architect, Oracle, France

Strand East - Bridges, boats and lasers
Jon Frost, Associate, BIM & Digital Engineering, BWB Consulting, UK

16.25

Geo Media semantics toolkit for linked geospatial data,
Adam Iwaniak, President, Wroclaw Institute for Spatial
Information and Artificial Intelligence, Poland

Evaluation of data acquisition techniques and workflows
for Scan to BIM
Maarten Bassier, PhD, KU Leuven, Belgium

16.50

Modelling of smart cities through smart GIS in India
Mohmmed Muslim Sheikh, Associate Professor Geography,
College Education Rajasthan, India

GNSS – avoiding the obstacles to productivity
Siôn Rowlands BSc, Geospatial Sales Consultant KOREC, UK

17.15

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

Chairman’s Closing Remarks

Early bird discount ends 10 April 2015

REGISTER ONLINE TODAY: www.GeoBusinessShow.com/register
DAY TWO - THURSDAY 28 MAY
09.30

Welcome from Conference Chairman - AUDITORIUM
Graham Mills, Chairman, Technics Group & President of The Survey Association (TSA)

09.40

OPENING KEYNOTE ADDRESS The BIM Toolkit and Digital Plan of Work Project
Dr Stephen Hamil, Director of Design & Innovation at NBS, UK
TRACK TWO – ROOM A

EMERGING AND DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGIES

SHAPING THE PROFESSION / EVOLVING SKILLS & EDUCATION

CHAIR: Derry Long, Business Development Manager,
MBS Survey Software

CHAIR: Dietmar Backes, Teaching Fellow,
Geomatic System Manager, UCL

10.10

The evolution of geospatial technology – From data to knowledge
Lee Braybrooke, European Segment Marketing Manager –
Geospatial, Trimble, UK

Educating the future geospatial expert:
A Newcastle University perspective
Nigel Penna, Senior Lecturer, Newcastle University, UK

10.35

What does the future of maps look like?
Gary Gale, Founder, Malstow Geospatial, UK

Educating the future geospatial expert: incorporating eLearning
Abbie Carter, Learning & Development Consultant,
Blended Technical Training, UK

11.00

The state of the wearable GIS tools
Jaak Laineste, Founder, Nutiteq, Estonia

Putting GI people at the epicentre of enterprise information
Kevin Cressy, Senior Consultant, Arup, UK

11.25

TEA AND COFFEE BREAK

MAKING DATA DELIVERABLE

SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS

CHAIR: Alan Barrow, Managing Director, ABA Surveying

CHAIR: Marc Hobell, Director of Location Intelligence & GIS, Pitney Bowes

12.00

Could a LiDAR device comparison unearth material patterns
for BIM workflow?
Kyle Schertzing, Principal, Materia, USA

Measured surveys specification and guidance – standards,
James Kavanagh, Director Land Group, RICS – London, UK

12.25

Complex meshing of point clouds for engineering applications
Steven Ramsey, HDS Technical Specialist & Paul Burrows, UK Sales
Manager: HDS, UAV, MM, Emerging Technologies, Leica Geosystems, UK

So you like taking risks?
Chris Preston, Senior Survey Engineer, Network Rail, UK

12.50

Geo-processing considerations in the big data age
– coastal survey use case
Andrew Hoggarth, Marketing and Sales Manager, CARIS, Canada

Metric survey specifications for cultural heritage
David Andrews, Geospatial Imaging Officer, English Heritage, UK

13.15

LUNCH BREAK

BIM MEETS GEOSPATIAL – Session 2

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES

CHAIR: Matthew McCarter, Business Development Manager – Laser
Scanning, Positioning Instruments Division, Topcon (Great Britain)

CHAIR: Jon Warren, President-Elect,
National Society of Professional Surveyors (NSPS)

New modelling technologies for faster, more efficient
as-built BIMs
Kevin Williams, Chief Scientist, ClearEdge 3D, USA

Taking the web out of web-mapping:
a different approach in a disaster
Matt Pennells, GI Consultant, MapAction, UK

14.40

Construction material classification using multi-spectral laser
scanning
Hywel Evans, Research student NGI, University of Nottingham, UK

Using airborne remote sensing to search for illicit nuclear explosions
James Palmer, Visual Imaging Specialist, AWE, UK
& Aled Rowlands, Multispectral Specialist, Comprehensive Nuclear-TestBan Treaty Organisation (CTBTO), Austria

15.05

Encouraging mass BIM adoption: the role of the Scan-to-BIM workflow
Fred Mills, Founding Director, The B1M, UK & Matt Rumbelow,
Business Development Manager, Building Point, Australia

Addressing the whole world with just three simple words
Steven Ramage, Head of Strategy, What3Words, UK

15.30

TEA AND COFFEE BREAK

14.15

IT’S NOT A DRONE!

RECENT PROJECT EXAMPLES - Session 2

CHAIR: Colm Jordan, Head, Earth and Planetary Observation
& Monitoring, British Geological Survey and RSPSoc Chairman

CHAIR: Cristina Savian, Technical Specialist
– Infrastructure Solutions Northern Europe, Autodesk

16.00

Small Unmanned Aircraft – Big Data issues
Philip Cooper, Director and General Manager, Sterling Geo, UK

Ground-based interferometry radar for structural monitoring & maintenance
Matthias Twardzik, Regional Sales & Marketing Manager, IDS, Italy

16.25

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles – Filling in the gaps
James Dunthorne, Technical Manager, Richard Allitt Associates, UK

Offshore 3D laser scanning and 3D survey for North Sea installation
projects
Morten Hertz Knudsen, Specialist & Market Manager, COWI, Denmark

16.50

Unmanned Aircraft Systems–based laser scanning for demanding
survey applications
Philipp Amon, Manager International Sales, RIEGL Laser
Measurement Systems, Austria

Precision flood models and spatial analysis of flood risk
in Great Britain
Justin Butler, Managing Director, Ambiental Technical Solutions, UK

17.15

Conference Chairman’s Closing Remarks - AUDITORIUM
Graham Mills, Chairman, Technics Group and President of The Survey Association (TSA)
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GEODATA FROM DRONES

I t ’s a b o u t t h e d a t a –
n o t t h e d ro n e !

Engineering Surveying Showcase April 2015

Unmanned aerial systems are rapidly being
adopted by surveyors and others to capture a
variety of data, from simple imagery to multispectral data. But as Lucy Hamilton argues,
it’s important to look beyond the hardware
and at how the geospatial data these devices
capture can be processed into useful business
information.
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There is no doubt that
unmanned aerial systems
(UAS) technology is a
disruptive innovation with the
potential to shake up the
geospatial industry in the
same way that GNSS and
robotic total stations have
done in the past; a theory
supported by the launch of
the first commercial UAV
show in London last year and
the abundance of conference
papers and press articles
available for research. There is
good reason for this; put
simply, UAS can collect large
amounts of data in a short
time and at a low cost.
However, as the market
matures, the signs are
emerging that geospatial
professionals are looking
beyond the hardware and
instead, starting to consider
the enormous potential of the
collected imagery.
The technology is now in
place to turn UAS captured
imagery into processed,
analysed information – a
benefit that can drive greater
efficiency and assist us in
providing our clients with
intelligent information rather
than just maps to look at.

Fly, analyse, act
The evolution of UAS
technology has enabled us to
produce aerial imagery with
which to create highresolution orthomosaics and

our industry has enjoyed
enormous benefit from this.
For example, in construction
aerial imagery can be used in
many different ways:
topographic survey, progress
monitoring, structure
inspections, volumes, cut and
fill calculations, to name just
a few. However most of these
benefits come from observing
the collected images, drawing
on them, or if the data is
taken a step further, used to
create DSM’s, coloured 3D
point clouds or detailed
feature and contour maps.
This information is a valuable
resource but a maturing
market indicates that it is
those who have higher
expectations of how aerial
data can be used who will
drive the next phase of
development.
Burial ground management: Tim
Viney, managing director of
Atlantic Geomatics, agrees.
One of his company’s current
projects involves a burial
ground management system
Results from Signpost
Survey’s eBee Ag fitted with
an NIR camera. On the left is
a colour composite of all
three bands, NIR, green and
red. The image on the right
is a processed Normalized
Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI).

that has been developed in
association with the Diocese
of Carlisle and cemetery
managers across Cumbria.
The system is due to be
rolled out across the county
and will link burial registers
to a clear, accurate and upto-date map. The end result
is a hosted web-based
application, which will
facilitate complete burial
ground management, protect
the heritage that this
information contains and
maximise the potential it has
to offer.
At the heart of the system
lies high quality aerial
photography collected at 12cm resolution with a
hexacopter. A vector map
has been extracted from this
imagery, cleaned up in
processing software and then
integrated with other
information such as
headstone photography and
digitised burial records to
create a structured model
with a clearly defined
intelligent database behind
it.
“Our aim is to maximise
the orthorectified imagery
generated for this project to
create an intelligent map
suitably for querying. . . how
many burials were there
between 2005 and 2010?. . .
show me where Mr Smith is
buried. . . show me graves
by age at death. You can’t
do that just by looking at an
aerial image. Our solution is
not only to provide maps,
but answers,” explains Tim.
With the project taking in
over 1.5 million graves, Tim
is keen to streamline the
data analysis process.
Software now exists for the
easy extraction of actionable
information and Tim has
been looking at Trimble’s
eCognition Essentials
software for precisely this
purpose. Where once objectbased image analysis was a
highly complex task with a
slow learning curve, software

development in this area
means that it is now possible
to easily transform image
data into usable intelligence
thanks to the hard coding of
all the standard rules of land
use and identification. This
software can now create
polygons, identify shapes,
map them and link them
ready to export as a GIS
ready layer – rules no longer
have to be created, they exist
already. For Tim this
software, which can extract
information from aerial
imagery captured by any
drone, means an automated
process for the handling of
the 1.5 million graves
covered by the project.

Camera development is key
The market is clearly in a
transitional phase and
nowhere is this more evident
than in “green space’
applications such as forestry
and agriculture. Two years
ago we were talking of
market development in terms
of hardware and in particular,
the arrival of near infrared
cameras (NIR), red edge and
multi-spectral cameras. Today
we see these cameras
enabling users to analyse
their aerial imagery and
produce not just maps, but
meaningful information,
something that Irish based
Signpost Surveys has
capitalised on for the
precision farming market.
Identifying problematic crop
areas: under the guidance of
company owner James
O’Neill, Signpost Surveys
became one of the first
companies in Europe to invest
in a SenseFly eBee Ag. This
UAS offers a range of camera
options including a 12 MPx
NIR camera which allows
James to collect multispectral
data across a variety of crops.
By analysing the spectral
reflectance values of the NIR,
Red and Green bands,
problematic areas within a
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crop can be identified, for
example those which are
underperforming and
establish why. What sets this
approach apart from
traditional ground-based
testing methods is that the
multispectral imagery reveals
information that the naked
eye cannot detect. Through
the analysis of this imagery
Signpost Surveys can identify
problematic areas, or
management zones within a
crop, far earlier than if just a
visual assessment was made.
These management zones are
then used to apply fertilizer,
herbicides or pesticides with
far more precision than ever
before allowing farmers to
concentrate on affected areas
and reduce inputs whilst
increasing outputs.
The images (above right)
show results from Signpost
Survey’s eBee Ag fitted with an
NIR camera. On the left is
a colour composite of all three
bands, NIR, green and red. The
image on the right is a
processed Normalized
Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI) which, in this
case, was used as a measure
of crop health and therefore
an indicator of soil nutrient
deficiencies. The image was
divided into spectral
reflectance classes with each

class being assigned a different
colour. From the image, areas
of good and bad crop health
can be identified and then soil
samples taken in these areas to
show that soil deficiencies
equated to a poor health
indication within the imagery.

360° applications – taking
data back into the field
We are also starting to see
the first steps towards 360°
applications that complete
the full ‘fly, analyse, act’
circle. This 360° approach has
been facilitated by a simple
KOREC software development
that allows aerial imagery to
be sufficiently compressed for
use on handheld GNSS devices
such as the Trimble Juno or
Trimble GeoExplorer Series. A
touch of a button initiates a
basic conversion process which
compresses and then saves the
data in a variety of scales
which a handheld can then
automatically select from,
zooming in and out as
required.
This full circle method is
already being taken up in
applications as diverse as
tropical medicine research
programmes for the habitat
identification and fumigation
of disease carrying insects,
landfill site monitoring with a
view to pinpointing where

gas is escaping and capturing
it for reuse and once again,
for many agricultural projects
providing an alternative way
to target underperforming
crops at the earliest
opportunity.
Boosting potato crops: this
example is particularly useful
because it illustrates what can
be done with RGB imagery
from a standard camera.
When potato plants emerge
in March, fields are flown and
the aerial imagery used to do
a crop count. eCognition
Essentials is then used to
identify each plant. The fields
are flown again regularly and
eCognition used to check the
percentages of plant and soil
as they grow. This
information can be displayed
in QGIS* and a grid added to
show areas of low coverage.
The positions where there is
the least crop coverage can
then be extracted and used
on a Trimble GNSS to
navigate to the targeted
plants and provide them with
the extra fertiliser required to
boost their growth,
maximising yield and reducing
fertiliser costs.

technology are not always
limited to a new ability to do
something. The excitement
comes when the technology
becomes sufficiently user
friendly and cost-effective to
be accessible to multiple users
and consequently used for
unfamiliar applications.
As the UAS market
increases in sophistication, so
do the opportunities for
geospatial professionals. The
tools are now in place for us
to analyse, extract and model
data to provide information
that is specific to a client’s
needs and applications. In
2015 we need to understand
how and why mapped points
are used and to be able to
apply that knowledge to
improve our clients’ business.
This approach can help us to
open up new enterprise
areas and new revenue
streams. For those willing to
go deeper into the
workflows of both new and
existing application areas,
and for those willing to turn
these exciting technologies
into practical solutions and
really make the data work
for them, the potential is
enormous.

Providing answers rather
than maps

* QGIS is an open-source
desktop GIS product

The most exciting advances in
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Ecognition
Essentials is used
to check the
percentages of
plant and soil as
the potato crop
grows
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THE STATE OF GNSS

GPS and GLONASS:
still out ahead

Engineering Surveying Showcase April 2015

Millions of businesses and individuals
across the world now rely on satellite
navigation. They include surveyors and
engineers who use receivers for
positioning as well as monitoring things
that can move or deform. With more
satellites promised that will further
improve accuracy for users Richard
Groom runs a health check on those
already in orbit.
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THE STATUS of the GPS and
GLONASS constellations are
best described by referring to
the tables. Both are fully
operational and when both
are used together, the
precision of positions is 2.4m
to 4.6m in navigation mode.
Galileo is altogether a
sadder story. The official
websites give precious little
information – almost
suggesting a loss of interest by
those who are spending our
money. The first two satellites
in the constellation were
launched in October 2011
followed by two more in

The Galileo Constellation: 14 in orbit are expected by the end of the year.

October 2012, and the first
determination of position
using Galileo alone was
achieved in March 2013.
Following completion of the
validation process two further
satellites were launched in
August 2014 (after a lengthy
delay due to production line
problems), but ended up in
the wrong orbit due to a fault
during launch. One of these
satellites appears to have been
classified as successful and the
other partially successful. The
next two satellites are due for
launch on 26th March 2015
followed by a further six

satellites during 2015. So, by
the end of 2015, there should
be fourteen Galileo satellites in
orbit which will still be four
short of the number needed
for the euphemistically termed
‘early services’, originally
planned for late 2014. The full
constellation should be
operational by the end of the
decade.
The Chinese COMPASS
system has been in operation
in China and neighbouring
countries since late 2012 and
is due to have global
coverage by 2020.
There are two other local

navigation constellations. The
Indian IRNSS will be a
constellation of seven satellites
providing an independent
service over the subcontinent
from 2016. At present three
satellites are in orbit. The
Japanese QZSS system will be a
constellation of four satellites,
designed to augment the GPS
constellation. It is interesting
because it was designed so
that there will always be one
satellite overhead in Japan,
which will enhance GNSS
services in ‘urban canyons’ in
that country. QZSS should be
operational in 2017.

GNSS RECEIVERS

GNSS: Surveying under
trees. . ?

Now you really
can do it on the
slant. Trimble’s
pole has a tilt
sensor.

Further miniaturisation and dealing with
comms outages are amongst the main
improvements for GNSS receivers over the last
year, as Richard Groom discovers in his review.
network RTK outages.
Precision degrades at a rate
of 10mm per minute in plan
and 20mm per minute in
height over and above the
precision when the outage
occurred.
The R10 also has a new
processing engine which, the
manufacturer claims, delivers
more reliable and quicker
results through improved error
modelling. In addition to all
that, you don’t have to hold
the pole vertically any longer,
because tilt sensors correct
any lack of verticality for you.
Leica’s GS15 Unlimited
now boasts a service called
SmarkLink which, like
Trimble’s xFill, promises to
bridge those gaps when
communications go down. It
can operate over a maximum
break in transmission of ten
minutes during which period
the accuracy degrades to
centimetre level – that means
to three or four centimetres
in plan and more like nine
centimetres in height –
perhaps the term centimetrelevel should come with a
health warning. To their
credit, Leica show the
degraded position on the
display with an xRTK icon.

Surveying through outages

Interference resistance

The Trimble R10 GNSS
receiver is compatible with
the V10 image rover (see our
feature on page 22). Other
than the assurances that it
works under difficult
conditions, the highlight
feature of this receiver is
CentrePoint RTX. This enables
precise point positioning (PPP)
to a precision of 40mm in
plan and 90mm in height
anywhere on earth with an
occupation time of 30
minutes.
The RTX technology is also
used to support a service
called xFill, which enables RTK
to continue through base or

Topcon’s top of the range
receiver is the GR-5 which
features its ‘Fence Antenna’
technology, claiming superior
signal reception particularly
from satellites at low
elevations and “the most
advanced multi-path rejection
available”. Elsewhere, for its
high-end antennae, the
company has been
concentrating on developing
antennas that are resistant to
interference from jamming –
deliberate or otherwise.

The ‘bullet’
For those surveyors looking for
something different, there is

the Sokkia GCX2. Sokkia have
given it the nickname bullet,
thanks to its unusual shape. It
also has an unusually light
weight – 375g. It is restricted
to GPS and GLONASS
constellations and designed to
be ergonomic and low cost.
Using long-range Bluetooth, it
can be set up as a base station
with up to three concurrent
rovers within 300m.

Detailed comparisons of
over 40 receiver systems
begin on page 32.

Above: an all-on-the-pole
solution, Leica’s GS08.
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OVER THE YEARS GNSS users
have been promised many
things but the goal has
always been to be able to
observe reliably in those
difficult to reach places –
such as near buildings and
under trees.
Testing carried out a few
years ago by the University of
Newcastle on behalf of The
Survey Association
demonstrated that dualconstellation receivers work
better than single
constellation receivers in
difficult environments. But for
field surveyors, obstructed sky
views are still the major
limitation on GNSS and for
those of us who have to deal
with the multitude of nonsurveyors who now have
access to GNSS, its use in
unsuitable locations is still a
major headache.
The advertising videos
from Leica show the GS15
being used in a coniferous
forest and several Trimble
users have claimed that the
R10 works in situations which
most of us would consider to
be unsurveyable. Maybe there
have been improvements, but
if so, some hard evidence
would be useful.
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GNSS RECEIVERS
MANUFACTURER

Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

iCG60

iCG60 Advanced

GS08plus

GS12

Uno 10

Construction etc

Construction

Survey

All

All

L1 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L2 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

L2C signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

L5 signal

Y

Y

N

Y

N

GLONASS signals

Y

Y

Y

Y

Optional

Y Test

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

MODEL
Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)
SPECIFICATIONS

Galileo signals
BeiDou (Compass signals)
Other systems
Channels
RTCM
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Cold start (seconds)

32

-

-

-

-

-

120

120

120

120

14

V2.3&RTCM 3.1&3.2 MSM

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

<45

-

30 sec

30 sec

35 sec

Integrated

Internal

Internal

Integ / optional extl for PP

Antenna type

GPS / GLONASS

Battery type

Lith-ion

Swappable Lith-Ion Swappable Lith-Ion Swappable Lith-Ion Swappable Lith-Ion

Power consumption (tracking hours)

5 hrs

5 hrs

7 hrs

7 hrs

8-9 hrs

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

IP67

IP67

IP68

IP68

IP67

Integrated UHF radio modem

Y

Y (403-470 MHz)

Optional

Optional

N

Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Y

Quad Band UMTS/HPSA,
&GSM/GPRS

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

Icon CC65/66 controllers

iCON CC60 / CC61

CS10

Viva CS10 or CS15

-

Wireless links

Controller/data logging
Recommended controller/logger
Data storage type

USB

64Gb SSD Hard Drive 1Gb intl. and SD/CF cards 1Gb Int., SD & CF cards 1Gb Int., SD & CF cards

128 Gb

64Gb

Colour touch 7" screen

Virtual keyboard

Y

7" 1024×600 TFT

Y

N

Y

IP65

IP65

IP67

IP67

IP67

Y

Y

N

N

-

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

10mm + 1ppm

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

6mm + 0.5ppm

6mm + 0.5ppm

6mm + 0.5ppm

6mm + 0.5ppm

20mm + 1ppm

Supports kinematic

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

RTK Base & Rover

Y

Y

Y

Y

PPK only

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Net DGPS only

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

1m SBAS 0.4m NetDGPS

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

20mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

2.4m SBAS 0.8m NetDGPS

3.215kg

3.215kg

2.60kg

2.60kg

0.74kg

EGNOS/WAAS

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Y

Max storage capacity
Display type & size in pixels
Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)
Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

32Gb

32Gb

32Gb

VGA colour touch screen QWERTY / touch screen VGA colour touch screen

Differential Static Survey

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)
DGPS
Wide Area DGPS supported
DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)
Other features

iCG60: Temp -40 to +60°C. GNSS RTK device with
Base or Rover Operation. Base Configuration
requires no controller for set up

EGNOS / WAAS / GAGAN EGNOS / WAAS / GAGAN
/ MSAS
/ MSAS

Y

Y

EGNOS/WAAS
Y

GNSS RECEIVERS
Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

MANUFACTURER

Uno 15

Zeno 5

Zeno 10

Zeno 15

Zeno 25 GNSS

All

GIS

GIS

GIS

GIS

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L1 signal

N

Optional

N

N

Optional

L2 signal

N

N

N

N

N

L2C signal
L5 signal

MODEL
Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)
SPECIFICATIONS

N

N

N

N

N

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

Optional

N

N

N

N

N

Galileo signals

N

N

N

N

N

BeiDou (Compass signals)
Other systems

-

-

-

-

48

14

14

120

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

35 sec

35 sec

35 sec

35 sec

-

Integ / optional extl for PP Integrated / optional extl Integ / optional extl for PP Integ / optional extl for PP

External

Swappable Lith-Ion Swappable Lith-Ion Swappable Lith-Ion Swappable Lith-Ion

Hot Swappable Lith-Polymer

Channels
RTCM
Cold start (seconds)
Antenna type
Battery type

8-9 hrs

10 hrs

8-9 hrs

8-9 hrs

6 hrs

Power consumption (tracking hours)

IP67

IP54

IP67

IP67

IP65

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

N

N

N

N

N

Integrated UHF radio modem
Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Wireless links
GSM/UMTS 3.5G

UMTS Quad Band GSM

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

GSM/UMTS 3.5G

HSDPA/UTMS,
Quad B& Edge/GPRS/GSM
Dual-band CDMA

-

-

-

-

-

Controller/data logging
1Gb Int., SD & CF cards 2Gb Int., SD & CF cards 1Gb Int., SD & CF cards 1Gb Int., SD & CF cards

32Gb

32Gb

64BG SSD Hard Drive

Recommended controller/logger
Data storage type

32Gb

32Gb

QWERTY / Touchscreen

QWERTY / Touchscreen

Y

N

Y

N

N

IP67

IP54

IP67

IP67

IP65

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

-

-

-

-

N/A

Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

64Gb

Touch screen VGA colour TFT Touch screen VGA colour TFT Virtual keyboard, 7"1024×600
TFT colour touch screen

Max storage capacity
Display type & size in pixels
Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)

Differential Static Survey
10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

20mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

20mm + 1ppm

6mm + 0.5ppm

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)
Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Y

Y

PPK only

NRTK

Net DGPS only

Y

Y

Y

Supports kinematic

PPK only

PPK only

NRTK

RTK Base & Rover

Net DGPS only

Net DGPS only

Y

Y

1m SBAS 0.4m NetDGPS 0.5m NetDGPS 10mm+1ppmNRTK 1.2m SBAS 0.3m NetDGPS 1.2m SBAS 0.3m NetDGPS 0.5mNetDGPS 10mm+1ppm NRTK
2.4m SBAS 0.8m NetDGPS 1m NetDGPS 20mm+1ppm NRTK 2.4m SBAS 0.6m NetDGPS 2.4m SBAS 0.6m NetDGPS 1m NetDGPS 20mm+1ppm NRTK

0.90kg

0.375kg

0.74kg

0.90kg

1.4kg

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)
Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)
Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)
Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)
DGPS

EGNOS/WAAS

EGNOS/WAAS

EGNOS/WAAS

EGNOS/WAAS

EGNOS/WAAS

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Zeno 5 also has
accelerometer, digital
compass, gyroscope, light
sensor, proximity sensor.

Wide Area DGPS supported
DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)
Other features
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GNSS RECEIVERS
MANUFACTURER

Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

MODEL

GR10/GR25* GNSS

GMX901plus

GMX902 GG

GMX902 GNSS

GM10

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)

Reference Station

Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring

Monitoring

L1 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L2 signal

Y

Upgradable

Y

Y

Y

L2C signal

Y

N

N

N

Y

L5 signal

Y

N

N

Y

Y

GLONASS signals

Y

Upgradable

Y

Y

Y

Galileo signals

Y

N

N

Y

Y

BeiDou (Compass signals)

N

N

N

N

N

SPECIFICATIONS

-

-

-

-

-

Channels

120 (upgradable to >500)

120

72

120

120 (upgradable to >500)

RTCM

streams v2.x & v3.x at >50Hz

-

-

-

-

30 sec

30 sec

30 seconds

30 seconds

30 sec

Other systems

Cold start (seconds)
Antenna type
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Battery type

34

Power consumption (tracking hours)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Leica AS10/AR10/20/25

Internal

External power

External power

External power

External power

External power

-

-

-

-

-

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

Leica AS10/AR10/20/25 Leica AS10/AR10/20/25 Leica AS10/AR10/20/25

Wireless links
Integrated UHF radio modem
Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Y (390-470 MHz)

External (390-470 MHz) External (390-470 MHz) External (390-470 MHz)

Y (390-470 MHz)

Tri Band UMTS/HSDPS Quad Band ExternalTri Band UMTS/HSDPSQuad ExternalTri Band UMTS/HSDPSQuad ExternalTri Band UMTS/HSDPSQuad ExternalTri Band UMTS/HSDPSQuad
GSM/GPRS Dual Band CDMA Band GSM/GPRS Dual-band CDMA Band GSM/GPRS Dual-band CDMA Band GSM/GPRS Dual-band CDMA Band GSM/GPRS Dual-band CDMA

Controller/data logging
Recommended controller/logger

web interface

N/A

N/A

N/A

web interface

SD Card

N/A

N/A

N/A

-

32Gb

-

-

-

-

Display type & size in pixels

-

-

-

-

-

Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)

-

-

-

-

-

Weatherproofing (IP rating)

-

-

-

-

-

Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

-

-

-

-

-

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

-

-

-

-

-

Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

-

-

-

-

-

Supports kinematic

Y

-

-

-

-

RTK Base & Rover

Y

-

-

-

-

Data storage type
Max storage capacity

Differential Static Survey

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Y

-

-

-

-

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

10mm + 1ppm

-

-

-

-

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

20mm + 1ppm

-

-

-

-

1.67kg

0.70kg

0.80kg

0.80kg

1.67kg

EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS

N/A

-

-

-

-

N/A

N/A

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)
DGPS
Wide Area DGPS supported
DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)
Other features

*GR25 is battery
powered version

N/A

GNSS RECEIVERS
Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

MANUFACTURER

System Viva GS10
Single Frequency

System Viva GS10
Performance

System Viva GS14
Single Frequency

System Viva GS14
Performance

System Viva GS15
Single Frequency

All

All

All

All

All

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L1 signal

Upgradable

Y

Upgradable

Y

Upgradable

L2 signal

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Y

Upgradable

L2C signal

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

N

Upgradable

L5 signal

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

GLONASS signals

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Galileo signals

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

BeiDou (Compass signals)

-

-

MODEL
Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)
SPECIFICATIONS

-

-

-

120

120

120 (upgradable to >500)

Other systems
Channels

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

30 sec

30 sec

30 sec

30 sec

30 sec

Cold start (seconds)

External AS05

External AS10

Internal

Internal

Internal

Antenna type

Hot swappable Lith-Ion Hot swappable Lith-Ion Hot swappable Lith-Ion Hot swappable Lith-Ion Hot swappable Lith-Ion

15

15

6

6

10

IP68

IP68

IP68

IP68

IP68

Clip-On

Clip-On

Y (403-473MHz)

Y (403-473MHz)

Y (390-470MHz)

Clip-On

Clip-On

Y Quad band GSM/GPRS

Viva CS10 or CS15

Viva CS10 or CS15

Viva CS10 or CS15

RTCM

Battery type
Power consumption (tracking hours)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)
Wireless links

Y Quad band GSM/GPRS Tri-band UMTS/HSDPS etc

Integrated UHF radio modem
Integrated GSM/GPRS modem
Controller/data logging

Viva CS10 or CS15

Viva CS10 or CS15

1Gb Intl memory, SD Card 1Gb Intl memory, SD Card 1Gb Int memory, SD, SF card 1Gb Int memory, SD, SF card 1Gb Int memory, SD, SF card

32Gb

32Gb

32Gb

32Gb

32Gb

QWERTY touchscreen VGA QWERTY touchscreen VGA QWERTY touchscreen VGA QWERTY touchscreen VGA QWERTY touchscreen VGA

-

-

-

-

-

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Recommended controller/logger
Data storage type
Max storage capacity
Display type & size in pixels
Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)
Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)
Differential Static Survey

3mm + 0.1ppm

3mm + 0.1ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.1ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)
Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)
Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Supports kinematic

Upgradable

Y

Y

Y

Upgradable

RTK Base & Rover
Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Upgradable

Y

Upgradable

Y

Upgradable

8mm + 0.5ppm

8mm + 0.5ppm

8mm + 0.5ppm

8mm + 0.5ppm

8mm + 0.5ppm

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

15mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

5.4 kg

5.4 kg

2.9 kg

2.9 kg

3.3 kg

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)
DGPS

EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS

Y

Y

Viva range: also receives L-band SmartLink
signal for bridging gap of correction interruptions

Y

Y

Y

NOTE: GS10/GS14 Professional and GS10/GS14
Unlimited models add the upgradable options of
GS10/GS14 Performance model.

Wide Area DGPS supported
DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)
Other features
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120 (upgradable to >500) 120 (upgradable to >500)
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GNSS RECEIVERS
MANUFACTURER Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

Sokkia

Sokkia

Topcon

System Viva GS15
Performance

System Viva GS25
Basic

GRX-2

GCX-2

GR5

All

Survey

Survey

Survey

Survey

L1 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L2 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L2C signal

Upgradable

Y

Y

Y

Y

L5 signal

Upgradable

Y

N

N

Y

GLONASS signals

Upgradable

Y

Y

Y

Y

Galileo signals

Upgradable

Y

N

N

Y

BeiDou (Compass signals)

Upgradable

Upgradable

N

N

Y

-

-

-

-

-

MODEL
Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)
SPECIFICATIONS

Other systems
Channels
RTCM
Cold start (seconds)
Antenna type
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Battery type
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Power consumption (tracking hours)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)

226

226

226

v2.x & v3.x

v2.x & v3.x

RTCM 2.x & 3.x

RTCM 2.x & 3.x

RTCM 2.x & 3.x

30 sec

30 sec

<15

<15

<60

Internal

Internal

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

120 (upgradable to >500) 120 (upgradable to >500)

Hot swappable Lith-Ion Hot swappable Lith-Ion

Lithium-Ion (1 No) Intl, non removeable Hot swap Lithium-Ion

10

10

5

12

12

IP68

IP68

IP67

IP67

IP66

Y (390-470MHz)

Y (390-470MHz)

Y

Long link

Y (digital UHF)

Y (Quad Band)

N

Y (Quad Band)

Wireless links
Integrated UHF radio modem
Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Tri-band UMTS/HSDPS etc Tri-band UMTS/HSDPS etc

Controller/data logging
Recommended controller/logger
Data storage type

Viva CS10 or CS15

-

FC-336/MESSA/FC-500 FC-336/MESSA/FC-500 FC-336/FC-500/Tesla

1Gb Int memory, SD, SF card

Removable SD card

Removable SD Card Removable SD Card Removable SD Card

32Gb

-

16Gb/32Gb

16Gb/32Gb

32Gb

QWERTY touchscreen VGA

-

touch screen

touch screen

touch screen

-

-

VGA colour

VGA colour

VGA colour

IP67

-

IP67

IP67

IP67

Y

-

Y

Y

Y

3mm + 0.1ppm

3mm + 0.1ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

3.5mm + 0.4ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

Supports kinematic

Y

Upgradable

Y

Y

Y

RTK Base & Rover

Y

Upgradable

Y

Y

Y

Max storage capacity
Display type & size in pixels
Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)
Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)
Differential Static Survey
Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)
Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)
Kinematic Survey with phase measurements

Y

Upgradable

Y

Y

Y

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

8mm + 0.5ppm

8mm + 0.5ppm

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

15mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 0.5ppm

15mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

3.3 kg

1.84 kg

1.9 kg

375g

2.3 kg

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)
DGPS
Wide Area DGPS supported
DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS EGNOS/WAAS/GAGAN/MSAS

Y

Y

GS15 Professional and GS15 Unlimited add
upgradable options of GS15 Performance.
GS25 Professional and GS25 Unlimited add
upgradable options of GS25 Basic.

WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS

Y

Y

Operating temperature
Operating temperature
range -20 to + 65° C.
range -40 to + 85° C.
2 metre pole drop to
2 metre pole drop to
concrete. Output rate 1Hz concrete. Output rate 1Hz
to 100Hz selectable. Fence to 100Hz selectable. Fence
antenna technology. Voice
antenna technology.
navigation.

Y
Operating temp -30 to +
70° C. 2 metre pole drop
to concrete, magnesium Ibeam housing, fence
antenna technology.
Output rate 1Hz to 100Hz
selectable.

GNSS RECEIVERS
Topcon

Hiper-V
Survey

Topcon

Topcon

Hiper-SR

Hiper-SR Cell

Survey/Construction/GIS Survey/Construction/GIS

Trimble

R10
Survey

Trimble

MANUFACTURER

NetR9 Geospatial MODEL
Survey

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)
SPECIFICATIONS

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L1 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L2 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L2C signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L5 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

GLONASS signals

Upgradable

Upgradable

Upgradable

Y

Y

Galileo signals

N

Upgradable

Upgradable

Y

Y

BeiDou (Compass signals)

-

-

-

-

-

Other systems

226

226

226

440

RTCM 2.x & 3.x

RTCM 2.x & 3.x

RTCM 2.x & 3.x

All standard + PPP

<15

<40

<40

<10

<10

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated GNSS

External GNSS

Antenna type

Lithium-Ion (1 No)

Integrated

Integrated

Li-Ion

Li-Ion

Battery type

5

20

20

~5.5 hrs

~15 hrs

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP6x

Y (digital UHF)

Long link

Long link

Y ( 410-470 Mhz )

N, External

Integrated UHF radio modem

Y (Quad Band)

N

Integ dual SIM HASP+

Y ( Quad Band )

N, External

Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

FC-336/FC-500/Tesla

FC-336/FC-500/Tesla

Removable SD Card

Internal

Internal

16Gb/32Gb

16Gb/32Gb

16Gb/32Gb

8 Gb

touch screen

touch screen

touch screen

Colour touch screen

VGA colour

VGA colour

VGA colour

Y

Y

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP6x

IP6x

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

440

Channels

All standard + PPP RTCM

Power consumption (tracking hours)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)
Wireless links

Controller/data logging
FC-336/FC-500/Tesla Trimble’s Tablet & TSC3 Trimble’s Tablet & TSC3 Recommended controller/logger
Internal and External Internal and Extenral Data storage type

8 Gb

Max storage capacity

Colour touch screen Display type & size in pixels

Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)
Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)
Differential Static Survey

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

3 mm + 0.1 ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

5mm + 0.5ppm

3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm 3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

3 mm + 0.1 ppm

Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Supports kinematic

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

RTK Base & Rover

Y

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Y

Y

Y

Y

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

10mm + 1ppm

8 mm + 0.5 ppm

15mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

15mm + 1ppm

15 mm + 0.5 ppm 15 mm + 0.5 ppm Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

1.9 kg

1.2 kg

1.2 kg

8 mm + 0.5 ppm Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

~3kg (all on the pole) ~4kg (all on the pole) Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)

DGPS
WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS, QZSS

Y

Y

Y

Egnos/WAAS

Egnos/WAAS

Wide Area DGPS supported

Y and Trimble RTx Y and Trimble RTx DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

Operating temperature
Operating temperature
Operating temperature
R10 also comes with
range -20 to + 65°C.
range -20 to + 65°C.
range -20 to + 65° C.
HD GNSS, sure point
2 metre pole drop to
2 metre pole drop to
2 metre pole drop to
concrete. Output rate 1Hz concrete. Output rate concrete. Output rate 1Hz and xFill as standard
to 100Hz selectable. Fence 1Hz to 100Hz selectable. to 100Hz selectable. Fence
antenna technology. Voice
Fence antenna
antenna technology.
navigation.
technology.
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GNSS RECEIVERS

GNSS RECEIVERS FOR SURVEY
MANUFACTURER

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

MODEL

R8 GNSS

R6

R4

Geo7x

Geo5

Survey

Survey

Survey

Survey/GIS

GIS

L1 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

L2 signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

L2C signal

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

L5 signal

Y

Y

N

N

N

GLONASS signals

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

N

Y ( L1 )

Galileo signals

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

N

N

BeiDou (Compass signals)

Y

Upgradable

Upgradable

N

N

Other systems

-

-

-

-

-

440

220

220

220

45

All standard

All standard

All standard

All Standard

All Standard

<10

<10

Market sector (e.g. survey, GIS)
SPECIFICATIONS

Channels
RTCM

<10

<10

<10

Antenna type

Integrated GNSS

Integrated GNSS

Integrated GNSS

Battery type

Li-Ion

Li-Ion

Li-Ion

Li-Ion

Li-Ion

Power consumption (tracking hours)

~5 hrs

~5 hrs

~5 hrs

~10 hrs

~8 hrs

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP65

IP54

N

N

Y (Quad Band)

Y (Quad Band)

Built In

Built In
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Weatherproofing (IP rating)

Int and External GNSS Int and External GNSS

Wireless links
Integrated UHF radio modem
Integrated GSM/GPRS modem

Y ( 410-470 Mhz) Y ( 410-470 Mhz ) Y ( 410-470 Mhz )
Y( Quad Band )

Y ( Quad Band )

Y ( Quad Band )

Controller/data logging
Recommended controller/logger
Data storage type
Max storage capacity
Display type & size in pixels
Alphanumeric? (Yes/No)
Weatherproofing (IP rating)
Same logger for total stations? (Y or N)

Trimble’s Tablet & TSC3 Trimble’s Tablet & TSC3 Trimble’s Tablet & TSC3

Internal and External Internal and External Internal and External Internal and External

Internal and External

8 Gb

8 Gb

8 Gb

4 Gb

2 Gb

Colour touch screen

Colour touch screen

Colour touch screen

Colour touch screen

Colour touch screen

Y

Y

Y

N

N

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP65

IP54

Y

Y

Y

N

N

3 mm + 0.1 ppm

3 mm + 0.1 ppm

3mm + 0.1ppm

3mm + 0.5ppm

1cm + 2.ppm

3.5mm + 0.5ppm

-

Differential Static Survey
Horizontal accuracy (mm + ppm)
Vertical accuracy (mm + ppm)

3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm 3.5 mm + 0.4 ppm 3.5mm + 0.4ppm

Kinematic Survey with phase measurements
Supports kinematic

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

RTK Base & Rover

Y

Y

Y

Rover

Rover

Accepts network RTK corrections? (Y or N)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

8 mm + 0.5 ppm

8 mm + 0.5 ppm

8 mm + 0.5 ppm

10mm + 1ppm

~1 m

Vertical accuracy (metres + ppm)

15 mm + 0.5 ppm 15 mm + 0.5 ppm 15 mm + 0.5 ppm

15mm + 1ppm

-

Operational weight (receiver, logger, pole, etc)

~3.5kg (all on the pole) ~3.5kg (all on the pole) 3.5kg (all on the pole)

1kg

0.4kg

Horizontal accuracy (metres + ppm)

DGPS
Wide Area DGPS supported
DGPS via network RTK services (Yes or No)

Egnos/WAAS

Egnos/WAAS

Egnos/WAAS

Egnos/WAAS

Egnos/WAAS

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

TOTAL STATIONS

The choices offered by the leading manufacturers
remain bewildering. But could the humble
telescope be on the way out? While some think
so others are developing new platforms, report
Richard Groom and Stephen Booth.
THE SURVEYOR’S
WORKHORSE used to be the
theodolite and tape, then it
became the theodolite and
EDM, which then morphed
into the total station and we
consigned pen and soggy
paper to history – at least for
writing down the observations.
The total station then became
reflectorless, robotic, locked on
to the prism, took photos and
started to scan. This has been
impressive development, but it
is not easy to envisage where
the technology will go next.
Without reading too much into
this year’s total station tables,
it looks as though there is not
much development going on.
Perhaps the total station has
nowhere to go.
However, this was not the
view of Jürgen Dold, President
of Leica Geosystems
International, when the Editor
quizzed him at the Intergeo
last year. Responding on
whether we’d reached the
limits of total station
development with the Leica
Nova MS50, Dold said,
‘Definitely not!’ He believes
that MS50 is a new industry
platform. Emphasising ‘the
miniaturising of scanning
technology into something
smaller than a cigarette box
that fits into an instrument like
the MS50, is a fine art of
engineering work’, Dold
concluded: ‘With this
innovation the MultiStation is
not only a survey instrument it
becomes part of solutions that
serve a wide range of
applications like monitoring of
critical infrastructures or safety
and productivity solutions in
the mining segment’.

Ploughing a different
furrow
Meanwhile, competitors
Topcon are following a
different path. Their LN-100 is
a setting out and positioning
instrument that has no

telescope but is still arguably
a total station, relying on
reflectorless EDM technology.
Director of Geomatics Ian
Stilgoe argues, ‘That’s what
all total stations will look like
one day!’
Whilst the LN-100 is
designed for setting out it is
operated entirely from the
target end of the operation.
In fact, there is no means of
taking manual measurements
at the instrument itself.
Topcon were awarded the
Wichmann Award at last
year’s Intergeo for the LN100’s “innovation, userfriendliness and practicality”.
It is a 1” instrument but with
a range of only 100 metres. It
is billed as the tool for setting
out BIM projects; for fittingout as well as construction
works. It can also be used for
recording as-built data.

Permanently stuck on a
learning curve?
The total stations at the top
of the range are specialist
pieces of equipment in the
sense that their accuracy
specifications are designed
for the most demanding jobs,
but they are also all-rounders,
ensuring that all markets are
open to the surveyor. Do you

pay the extra for this
flexibility, or do you buy
something cheaper and
restrict the markets open to
you? Unfortunately Showcase
cannot help with the financial
side of the equation, because
experience has demonstrated
that manufacturers are
reluctant to advertise their
prices but past experience
dictates that price
differentials from the bottom
of the range to the top may
be a factor as high as four.
Another factor to consider
is the complexity of the
instruments. Today’s higher
end total station now has so
many features that it can be
truly off-putting, unless the
surveyor is going to be using
it all day, every day. In
practice many instruments are
sold to surveyors (or others)
who just need to use them
now and again. They need
something basic to measure a
few angles and distances, but
feel pressurised into
purchasing at the top of the
range – because the money is
available. They are unlikely to
make full use of the
instrument and worse still
could be permanently stuck
on the learning curve,
learning and relearning on
every occasion that it is used.
Amongst the high-end
instruments is the
comparative newcomer
Topcon’s MS05AXII. This year
sees an updated version of
this instrument with doubled
distance measurement range
and 500Mb of on-board
storage. It also has a feature
called “enhanced durability
for long-term monitoring
applications” with an IP65
rating, which puts it ahead of

Answers to different problems. Right:
Topcon’s LS-100 and below, Leica’s
MS50 MultiStation.

the Trimble S8 and on a par
with Leica’s MS50.

Bewildering choices but
why not higher IP ratings?
Further down the ranges the
choice becomes mindboggling. There are 54 models
of total station listed in the
tables but almost every
instrument has two or three
variants dependent upon
angular accuracy. Amongst
these is Leica’s iCon range
which is aimed at surveying
for construction and this year
has two new models, the
iCON Builder 60 and iCON
Robot 60. Both are high spec
but the latter, as suggested by
the name, is robotic and
seems to do most of the
things that a non-construction
surveyor would want.
There are two things that
seems strange though, one is
that the iCON instruments
only have an IP55 rating,
when one can imagine that
they could warrant higher,
given the conditions under
which they are likely to be
used, and secondly, none have
a photo recording capability,
which one would have
thought would be valuable for
recording set out positions.
GeoMax total stations seem to
be gaining popularity. They
produce a robotic total station
in their Zoom 80 series. This
uses the Getac Z710 tablet as
its datalogger. Wouldn’t it be
great if it could double as a
notebook for computing the
data?
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Turn the page to compare
over 50 ranges with over
150 angle readout options
and many more optional
features to choose from.

TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY
MODEL / SERIES

GeoMax

Zoom 20Pro Series Zoom 30Pro Series Zoom 35Pro Series

GeoMax

Pentax

Zoom 80 Series

W-821NX - W-825NX

30×

30×

30×

30×

Angular readouts available

1”

1”

1”

0.1”

0.5”, 1” and 5”

Angular accuracies available

2”, 3”, 5”, 7”

2”, 3”, 5”, 7”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 2”, 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

Y

N

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

-

-

-

Y

N

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

-

-

-

Y

N

3500m

3500m

3500m/10,000m

3500m/10,000m

7,000m

EDM accuracy

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

250m / 400m

400m / 600m

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

3mm +2ppm

EDM - max range to 1 prism
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30×

Telescope magnification
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GeoMax

Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

2mm +2ppm/5mm+2ppm 2mm +1.5ppm/5mm+2ppm

600m / 1000m

1000m

3mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm 3mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm 2mm +2ppm/4mm+2ppm

2mm + 2ppm
550m
3mm + 2ppm

280×160px, LCD

320×240px, LCD

320×240px, LCD

320×240px, LCD

3.7” colour touch screen

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

On-board software Windows® CE Embedded Windows® CE Embedded Windows® CE Embedded Windows® CE Embedded

Field Genius

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

Y

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Note recording capability

N

N

N

N

Y

50,000 pts

50,000 pts

50,000 pts

N

SD card

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

Lithium-ion, 9 hrs

Lithium-ion, 5.5 hrs

Weight, including batteries & case

5.1 kg

5.1 kg

5.1 kg

5.5 kg

6.3kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP54

IP54

IP54

IP54

IP54

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

optional

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

-

-

N

-

Recommended controller

-

-

-

Getac Z710 Android® 4.1

-

Controller IP rating

-

-

-

IP65

-

Controller display type and size

-

-

-

7.0" TFT LCD WSVGA

-

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

-

1024x600

-

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

-

N

-

On-board data storage
Battery type and duration

ROBOTIC OPERATION

Note storage capability on
controller and type

-

-

-

Y
Y

OTHER FEATURES

-

TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY

Pentax

Pentax

Pentax

Pentax

Pentax

R-2501DN - R-2505DN

R-2501N - R-2505N

R-423VDN - R-425VDN

R-422VN - R-425VN

R-202NE - R-205NE

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

0.5” and 1”

0.5” and 1”

0.5” and 1”

1” and 5”

1” and 5”

Angular readout available

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

3”, 5”

2”, 3”, 5”

2”, 3”, 5”

Angular accuracies available

N

N

N

N

N

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

N

N

N

N

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

7,000m

7,000m

7,000m

7,000m

3,000m

2mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

600m

600m

400m

400m

300m

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

5mm + 2ppm

5mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Graphic 240×96px, LCD

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Power Topo LITE

Power Topo LITE

Power Topo LITE

Power Topo LITE

Power Topo LITE

Y

N

Y

N

N

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note recording capability

45,000pts

45,000pts

45,000pts

45,000pts

20,000 pts

Lithium-ion, 4.5 hrs

Lithium-ion, 4.5 hrs

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

-

-

-

-

-

Weight, including batteries & case

IP66

IP66

IP66

IP56

IP56

Environmental protection (IP rating)

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage
Battery type and duration

ROBOTIC OPERATION
-

-

-

-

-

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

-

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

-

-

-

-

Recommended controller

-

-

-

-

-

Controller IP rating

-

-

-

-

-

Controller display type and size

-

-

-

-

-

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

-

-

-

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

-

-

-

Note storage capability on
controller and type
OTHER FEATURES
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Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target
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TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY Leica Geosystems
MODEL / SERIES

iCON Builder 60

iCON Robot 60

Builder 200 SET

Builder 300 SET

Builder 400 SET

Builder 500 SET

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

Angular readouts available

1”

1”

Angular accuracies available

2”, 5”, 9”

1”, 2”, 5”

9”, 6”

9”, 6”

9”, 5”

9”, 5”, 3”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

-

1000m

-

-

-

-

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

-

Cube Search

-

-

-

-

EDM - max range to 1 prism

-

-

-

3500m

3500m

Telescope magnification

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

5mm +2ppm

5mm +2ppm

5mm +2ppm

5mm +2ppm

500m

1000m

80m

120m

15m

250m

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

VGA 640×480 colour

VGA 640×480 colour

280×160px, mono LCD

280×160px, mono LCD

280×160px, mono LCD

280×160px, mono LCD

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

iCONstruct

iCONstruct

Leica Builder

Leica Builder

Leica Builder

Leica Builder

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

N

Note recording capability

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1Gb + SD, USB

1Gb + SD, USB

2Mb

2Mb

10Mb

10Mb

EDM accuracy
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to 10% reflective target
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Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage

Battery type and duration Lithium-ion, 8 hrs

Lithium-ion, 7 hrs

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs

Weight, including batteries & case

5.8 kg

5.9 kg

5.2 kg

5.2 kg

5.2 kg

5.2 kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP55

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

350m

-

-

-

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

Y

-

-

-

-

Recommended controller

-

Leica CC55 or CC66

-

-

-

-

Controller IP rating

-

IP65

-

-

-

-

Controller display type and size

-

3.5” or 7” colour touch

-

-

-

-

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

N

-

-

-

-

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

Y

-

-

-

-

Note storage capability on
controller and type

-

Y

-

-

-

-

ROBOTIC OPERATION

OTHER FEATURES

Leica iCON series seamlessly works with
Total Stations, GNSS and Machine Control

TOTAL STATIONS
Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems
iCON Robot 50

Leica TS02

Leica TS06

Leica TS09

Leica Viva TS12P

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

COMPANY
MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification
Angular readouts available

5”, 2”

7”, 5”, 3”

5”, 3”, 2”

5”, 3”, 1”

7”, 3”,2”

N

N

N

N

Y

Servos (Yes or No)

Y

N

N

N

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Y

N

N

N

Y

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

1mm +1.5ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

EDM accuracy

250m

500m

500m

500m

200m / 500m

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

3mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

colour touch with graphics colour touch with graphics colour touch with graphics VGA colour touch display

EDM - max range to 1 prism

Display type and size

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)

none

Leica Flexfield

Leica Flexfield

Leica Flexfield

-

On-board software

N

N

N

N

N

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Note recording capability

60k measurements

-

On-board data storage

compact flash card

60k measurements 60k measurements

Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 10 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Battery type and duration
4.8 kg

5.1 kg

5.1 kg

5.1 kg

5.8 - 6.5 kg

Weight, including batteries & case

IP54

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP56

Environmental protection (IP rating)
ROBOTIC OPERATION
Maximum range of robotic control
and method

250m LRBT

-

-

-

1000m 2.4Gbhzradio

Y

-

-

-

N

Leica iCON CC61

-

-

-

CS10

Recommended controller

IP65

-

-

-

IP67

Controller IP rating

colour touch 7”

-

-

-

3.5” VGA colour touch

No

-

-

-

N

Streaming video from onboard camera?

No

-

-

-

Y

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

via USB

-

-

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Controller display type and size

Note storage capability on
1Gb int SD, USB CF
controller and type
OTHER FEATURES
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TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY
MODEL / SERIES

Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems
Leica Viva TS11

Leica Viva TS11i Leica Viva TS15M Leica Viva TS15A Leica Viva TS15G

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

Telescope magnification
Angular readouts available
Angular accuracies available

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
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Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
15m /200m /500m 15m /200m /500m 15m /200m /500m 15m /200m /500m 15m /200m /500m
to 10% reflective target
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Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

VGA colour touch display VGA colour touch display

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

Y

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Note recording capability

N

N

Y

Y

Y

On-board data storage

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

Battery type and duration Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs
Weight, including batteries & case

5.8 - 6.5 kg

5.8 - 6.5 kg

5.9 - 6.5 kg

5.9 - 6.5 kg

5.9 - 6.5 kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP55

IP55

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

1000m LRBT

1000m LRBT

1000m LRBT

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Recommended controller

-

-

CS15

CS15

CS15

Controller IP rating

-

-

IP67

IP67

IP67

Controller display type and size

-

-

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

N

N

N

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Note storage capability on
controller and type

-

-

ROBOTIC OPERATION

OTHER FEATURES

1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF

TOTAL STATIONS
Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems Leica Geosystems

COMPANY

Leica Viva TS15P Leica Viva TS15i Leica Nova TM50 Leica Nova TM50i Leica Nova TS50i Leica Nova MS50

MODEL / SERIES

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

Telescope magnification
Angular readouts available

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

5”, 3”, 2”, 1”

0.5”

0.5”, 1”

0.5”, 1”

1”

Angular accuracies available

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Servos (Yes or No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

3500m

10,000m

1mm +1.5ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

0.6mm +1ppm

0.6mm +1ppm

0.6mm +1ppm

1mm +1.5ppm

EDM accuracy

2000m (90%)

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target
Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

SmartWorx Viva

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y (1000 pts/sec)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note recording capability

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

On-board data storage

Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software
Photo imaging (Yes or No)
Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Lithium-ion, 5-8 hrs Battery type and duration
5.9 - 6.5 kg

5.9 - 6.5 kg

7.6 kg

7.6 kg

7.6 kg

7.6 kg

Weight, including batteries & case

IP55

IP55

IP65

IP65

IP65

IP65

Environmental protection (IP rating)
ROBOTIC OPERATION
Maximum range of robotic control
and method

1000m LRBT

1000m LRBT

1000m LRBT

1000m LRBT

1000m LRBT

1000m LRBT

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

CS15

CS15

CS15

CS15

CS15

CS15

Recommended controller

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

Controller IP rating

3.5” VGA colour touch

3.5” VGA colour touch

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

3.5” VGA colour touch 3.5” VGA colour touch 3.5” VGA colour touch 3.5” VGA colour touch Controller display type and size

Note storage capability on
1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF 1Gb int SD, USB CF
controller and type
OTHER FEATURES
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15m /200m /500m 15m /200m /500m 15m /200m /500m 15m /200m /500m 15m /200m /500m

EDM - max range to 1 prism
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TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY

Nikon

Nikon

Nikon

Nikon

Spectra Precision

MODEL / SERIES

Nivo .C

Nivo .M

NPL-322

DTM-322

Focus 30

30×

30×

30×

30×

31×

Angular readout

0.5”, 1” or 5”

1” or 5”

1” or 5”

01” or 5”

1”, 5”, 10”

Angular accuracy

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

2”, 3” or 5”

2” and 5”

2” and 5”

2”, 3”, 5”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

N

N

N

Yes, upto 800m

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

N

N

N

N

Y

3000m/5000m

3000m/5000m

3000m

3000m

4000m

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

500m

500m

400m

-

800m

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 3ppm

-

3mm + 2ppm

colour touch screen

graphic LCD, backlit

graphic LCD, backlit

graphic LCD, backlit

colour touch screen

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

SurveyPro etc

Nikon onboard

Nikon onboardc

Nikon onboard

SurveyPro

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

N

N

N

N

Note recording capability

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

128Mb

10,000 records

10,000 records

10,000 records

128Mb

Lithium-ion, 26 hrs

Lithium-ion, 57 hrs

Lithium-ion, 11 hrs

Lithium-ion, 15 hrs

Lithium-ion, 6 hrs

Weight, including batteries & case

6.3 – 6.4 kg

6.2 – 6.3 kg

7.5 kg

7.4 kg

9 kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP56/IP66 (3.C & 5.C)

IP66

IP54

IP55

IP55

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

-

800m

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

-

-

-

-

N

Recommended controller

-

-

-

-

Spectra Precision Ranger

Controller IP rating

-

-

-

-

IP67

Controller display type and size

-

-

-

-

VGA colour touch screen

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

-

-

-

N

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

-

-

-

Y

Note storage capability on
controller and type

-

-

-

-

Y

Telescope magnification

EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
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Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target
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Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage
Battery type and duration

ROBOTIC OPERATION

OTHER FEATURES

TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY

Spectra Precision

Spectra Precision

Topcon

Topcon

Topcon/Sokkia

Focus 8

Focus 6

2LS Cygnus KS-102

LN-100

ES/CX

30×

30×

30×

-

30×

1”, 5”

1”, 5”

1”and 5”

1”

2”, 5”, 7”

Angular readouts available

2”, 5”

2”, 5”

2”

1”

2” to 7”

Angular accuracies available

N

N

N

Y

N

Servos (Yes or No)

N

N

N

Y

N

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

N

N

Y

N

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

3000m/5000m

3000m/5000m

2000m

100m

4000m

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3mm

2mm +2ppm

EDM accuracy

500m

500m

200m

-

500m (18%)

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

3mm + 2ppm

-

colour touch screen

graphic LCD backlit

LCD 192 x 80 pixels

-

LCD 192 x 80 pixels

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

SurveyPro

Spectra Precision

Digital Fieldbook

-

Digital Fieldbook

N

N

N

-

N

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

N

N

-

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Y

Y

N

-

N

Note recording capability

128Mb

10,000 records

24,000 pts

-

10,000 pts

Lithium-ion, 26 hrs

Lithium-ion, 57 hrs

Lithium-Ion, 23 hrs

Lithium-ion, 5 hrs

6.3 / 6.4kg

6.2 / 6.3kg

4.9kg

4kg

5.6kg

Weight, including batteries & case

IP66

IP66

IP54

IP65

IP66

Environmental protection (IP rating)

MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

3mm + 2ppm (10+10) Accuracy of reflectorless EDM

Display type and size
Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage

Lithium-Ion, 36 hrs Battery type and duration

ROBOTIC OPERATION
-

-

-

100m, Wifi

-

Maximum range of robotic control
and method

-

-

-

Y

-

Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Tesla / FC500

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

IP67
5.7” touch screen
N
Y
Y
Includes TS Shield allowing
tracking if stolen. Also has
automatic firmware update
alerts with upload via wifi.
Model is self-levelling, has a
laser plummet and all on
the controller.

-

Recommended controller

-

Controller IP rating

-

Controller display type and size

-

Streaming video from onboard camera?

-

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

-

Note storage capability on
controller and type

Includes TS Shield allowing
the instrument to be
tracked if stolen. Also has
automatic firmware update
alerts with upload via wifi.

OTHER FEATURES
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EDM - max range to 1 prism
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TOTAL STATIONS
Topcon/Sokkia

Topcon/Sokkia

Topcon/Sokkia

Topcon

Topcon

Topcon/Sokkia

OS/FX

DS/DX

PS/SRX

IS-3 (Imaging)

IS-310

MS05AXII/NET05AXII

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 2”, 3”, 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

0.1”

1” to 7”

1” to 5”

1” to 5”

1” to 5”

1” to 5”

0.5”

Servos (Yes or No)

N

optional upgrade

Y

Y

Y

Y

Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)

N

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

1000m

Prism tracking & recovery if lost

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

4000m

6000m

6000m

3000m

3000m

3500m

EDM accuracy

2mm +2ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

1.5mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm (10+10)

0.8mm +1ppm

Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target

500m (18%)

1000m (18%)

1000m (18%)

1.5-250m/250-2000m 1.5-250m/250-2000m

100m

2mm + 2ppm

2mm + 2ppm

3mm +2ppm /10 +10 3mm +2ppm /10 +10

1mm +1ppm

COMPANY
MODEL / SERIES

Telescope magnification

Angular readouts available 1”, 2”, 3”, 5”, 7”
Angular accuracies available
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EDM - max range to 1 prism
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Accuracy of reflectorless EDM 3+2 to 100m, 10+10

Display type and size 3.5”colour touch screen 3.5”colour touch screen 3.5”colour touchscreen 3.5”colour touch screen

-

3.5” touch screen

Y

Y

Y

Y

-

Y

MAGNET Field

MAGNET Field

MAGNET Field

Topsurv

-

MAGNET Field

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note recording capability

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

500Mb

500Mb

500Mb

1Gb SD

1Gb SD

500Gb

Lithium-Ion, 5 hrs

Lithium-Ion, 4 hrs

Lithium-Ion, 8 hrs

Lithium-Ion, 8 hrs

Lithium-Ion, 4 hrs

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage

Battery type and duration Lithium-Ion, 20 hrs
Weight, including batteries & case

5.7kg

6.1kg

7.0kg

6.2kg

6.2kg

7.6kg

Environmental protection (IP rating)

IP65

IP65

IP65

IP54

IP54

IP65

300m, Bluetooth

300m, Bluetooth

300m, Bluetooth

1000m - radio
(WLAN-250m)

1000m - radio
(WLAN-250m)

600m, Bluetooth

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ROBOTIC OPERATION
Maximum range of robotic control
and method
Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)

Tesla / FC500

Tesla / fc336/SHC336 Tesla /FC336 /SHC336

Tesla/FC500

Tesla /FC500

Tesla / FC336/SHC336

Controller IP rating

IP67 / IP68

IP67/IP68

IP67/IP68

IP67

IP67/IP68

IP67/IP68

Controller display type and size

5.7” / 4.3”

5.7”/4.3”/3.5”

5.7”/ 4.3”/3.5”

5.7” / 4.3”

5.7” / 4.3”

5.7”/4.3”/3.5”

Streaming video from onboard camera?

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note storage capability on
controller and type

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Recommended controller

OTHER FEATURES

Includes TS Shield as
ES/TX. Long-link Bluetooth
allows controller to be
attached to pole.
Instrument manually
turned and
observations/coding input
at the pole.

Includes TS Shield as
Includes TS Shield as
ES/CX. Partnered with the ES/CX. Partnered with the
Hiper SR Network rover for Hiper SR Network rover
this GNSS (Hybrid)
GNSS (Hybrid) solution
solution allows,
allowing resection, lock
and switch functionality. resection,lock and switch
functionality.
Imaging available on the
DS-200i series

Stream live video and
record images "through
the lens" with this
instrument.

Topcon solution for BIM, High precision total station
no eye-piece to look
for precision monitoring
through. All images are and metrology. Includes TS
transferred to the data
Shield as ES/CX.
collector for "image-aided"
surveying and setting out.

TOTAL STATIONS
COMPANY

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

Trimble

M1 DR

M3

S3

S6

S8

MODEL / SERIES

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

30×

Telescope magnification

1”, 5”

2”

1”

1”

0.1”

0.5”, 1”

Angular readouts available

5”Azimuth

2”, 5”

1”, 3”, 5”

2”, 5”

2”

0.5”, 1”

Angular accuracies available

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

1000m

-

-

500m

800m

800m

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

6000m

3000m

3000m to 5000m

2500m

5500m

3000m

1.5mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

1mm +2ppm

0.8mm +1ppm

1000m (18%)

400m

400m

500m

600m

800m

2mm +2ppm

3mm +3ppm

3mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

2mm +2ppm

3mm +2ppm

graphic 128x64 px

colour 320x240px

colour 320x240px

colour 320x240px

GYRO XII

3.5” touch screen graphic 128x64 px

Servos (Yes or No)
Auto prism centering with range to
prisms (clear weather)
Prism tracking & recovery if lost
EDM - max range to 1 prism
EDM accuracy
Reflectorless EDM - maximum range
to 10% reflective target
Accuracy of reflectorless EDM
Display type and size

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

MAGNET Field

-

Trimble Access

Trimble Access

Trimble Access/Vision

Trimble Access/Vision

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Photo imaging (Yes or No)

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Scanning capability (Yes or No)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Note recording capability

500Gb

64Mb

128 Mb

128 Mb

128 Mb

128 Mb

Lithium-ion, 6 hrs

Lithium-ion, 6.5 hrs

Lithium-ion, 6 hrs

Lithium-Ion, 4 hrs Lithium-ion, 11 hrs Lithium-ion, 11 hrs

Alphanumeric (Yes or No)
On-board software

On-board data storage
Battery type and duration

7.1 + 2.2kg

4.9kg

6.5kg

6.6kg

6.3kg

6.5kg

Weight, including batteries & case

IP65

IP54

IP66

IP55

IP55

IP55

Environmental protection (IP rating)
ROBOTIC OPERATION

-

-

-

-

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Tesla / FC336/SHC336

-

-

Trimble TSC3

Trimble TSC3

Trimble TSC3

IPX7

IPX7

IPX7

Maximum range of robotic control
500m, 2.4Ghz radio 800m, 2.4Ghz radio 800m, 2.4Ghz radio and method
Seamless with GNSS for detail survey
(Y or N)
Recommended controller

IP67/IP68

-

-

5.7”/4.3”/3.5”

-

-

N

-

-

N

Y

Y

Streaming video from onboard camera?

Y

-

-

Y

Y

Y

Controller has image capture (Y or N)?

Y
Allows automatic aquisition
of "true north" in 19 mins
to an accuracy of ±15 secs
of arc. Automatic
measurement removes
human error and increases
accuracy for tunneling and
other specialized apps.

-

-

M1 DR & M3: The Trimble M-Series is
a small range mecanical TS that can
be used with or without a Trimble
ACCESS data logger

Controller IP rating

colour TFT 640x480 colour TFT 640x480 colour TFT 640x480 Controller display type and size

Note storage capability on
8Gb flash + SD card 8Gb flash + SD card 8Gb flash + SD card
controller and type
The Trimble S-Series Total stations come in 3 core
models, the S8, S6 and the S3. Whithin each core you
get different models that can each be pared with a
data collector of choice.

OTHER FEATURES
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Topcon/Sokkia
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